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Chapter 23

Radio Wave Propagation

Because radio communication is carried on by means of electromagnetic waves traveling through
the Earth’s atmosphere, it is important to understand the nature of these waves and their behavior
in the propagation medium. Most antennas will radiate the power applied to them efficiently, but

no antenna can do all things equally well, under all circumstances. Whether you design and build your
own antennas, or buy them and have them put up by a professional, you’ll need propagation know-how
for best results, both during the planning stages and while operating your station.

For station planning, this chapter contains detailed new information on elevation angles from transmit-
ting locations throughout the world to important areas throughout the world. With this information in hand,
you can design your own antenna installation for optimum capabilities possible within your budget.

The Nature of Radio Waves
You probably have some familiarity with the concept of electric and magnetic fields. A radio wave is a

combination of both, with the energy divided equally between them. If the wave could originate at a point
source in free space, it would spread out in an ever-growing sphere, with the source at the center. No antenna
can be designed to do this, but the theoretical isotropic antenna is useful in explaining and measuring the
performance of practical antennas we can build. It is,
in fact, the basis for any discussion or evaluation of
antenna performance.

Our theoretical spheres of radiated energy would
expand very rapidly at the same speed as the propa-
gation of light, approximately 186,000 miles or
300,000,000 meters per second. These values are close
enough for practical purposes, and are used elsewhere
in this book. If one wishes to be more precise, light
propagates in a vacuum at the speed of 299.7925
meters per microsecond, and slightly slower in air.

The path of a ray traced from its source to any point
on a spherical surface is considered to be a straight line—
a radius of the sphere. An observer on the surface of the
sphere would think of it as being flat, just as the Earth
seems flat to us. A radio wave far enough from its source
to appear flat is called a plane wave. From here on, we
will be discussing primarily plane waves.

It helps to understand the radiation of electro-
magnetic energy if we visualize a plane wave as be-
ing made up of electric and magnetic forces, as shown
in Fig 1. The nature of wave propagation is such that
the electric and magnetic lines of force are always
perpendicular. The plane containing the sets of
crossed lines represents the wave front. The direc-
tion of travel is always perpendicular to the wave

Fig 1—Representation of the magnetic and electric
fields of a vertically polarized plane wave traveling
along the ground. The arrows indicate instan-
taneous directions of the fields for a wave traveling
perpendicularly out of the page toward the reader.
Reversal of the direction of one set of lines
reverses the direction of travel. There is no change
in direction when both sets are reversed. Such a
dual reversal occurs in fact once each half cycle.
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front; “forward” or “backward” is determined by the relative directions of the electric and magnetic forces.
The speed of travel of a wave through anything but a vacuum is always less than 300,000,000

meters per second. How much less depends on the medium. If it is air, the reduction in propagation
speed can be ignored in most discussions of propagation at frequencies below 30 MHz. In the VHF
range and higher, temperature and moisture content of the medium have increasing effects on the
communication range, as will be discussed later. In solid insulating materials the speed is considerably
less. In distilled water (a good insulator) the speed is 1/9 that in free space. In good conductors the speed
is so low that the opposing fields set up by the wave front occupy practically the same space as the
wave itself, and thus cancel it out. This is the reason for “skin effect” in conductors at high frequencies,
making metal enclosures good shields for electrical circuits working at radio frequencies.

Phase and Wavelength
Because the velocity of wave propagation is so great, we tend to ignore it. Only 1/7 of a second is needed

for a radio wave to travel around the world—but in working with antennas the time factor is extremely
important. The wave concept evolved because an alternating current flowing in a wire (antenna) sets up
moving electric and magnetic fields. We can hardly discuss antenna theory or performance at all without
involving travel time, consciously or otherwise.

Waves used in radio communication may have frequencies from about 10,000 to several billion Hz.
Suppose the frequency is 30 MHz. One cycle, or period, is completed in1/30,000,000 second. The wave is
traveling at 300,000,000 meters per second, so it will move only 10 meters during the time that the current
is going through one complete period of alternation. The electromagnetic field 10 meters away from the
antenna is caused by the current that was flowing one period earlier in time. The field 20 meters away is
caused by the current that was flowing two periods earlier, and so on.

If each period of the current is simply a repetition of the one before it, the currents at corresponding
instants in each period will be identical. The fields caused by those currents will also be identical. As the fields
move outward from the antenna they become more thinly spread over larger and larger surfaces. Their ampli-
tudes decrease with distance from the antenna but they do not lose their identity with respect to the instant of
the period at which they were generated. They are, and they remain, in phase. In the example above, at intervals
of 10 meters measured outward from the antenna, the phase of the waves at any given instant is identical.

From this information we can define both “wave front” and “wavelength.” Consider the wave front as
an imaginary surface. On every part of this surface, the wave is in the same phase. The wavelength is the
distance between two wave fronts having the same phase at any given instant. This distance must be mea-
sured perpendicular to the wave fronts along the line that represents the direction of travel. The abbreviation
for wavelength is the Greek letter lambda, λ, which is used throughout this book.

The wavelength will be in the same length units as the velocity when the frequency is expressed in the
same time units as the velocity. For waves traveling in free space (and near enough for waves traveling
through air) the wavelength is

λmeters
299.7825
F (MHz)=  (Eq 1)

There will be few pages in this book where
phase, wavelength and frequency do not come into
the discussion. It is essential to have a clear un-
derstanding of their meaning in order to under-
stand the design, installation, adjustment or use
of antennas, matching systems or transmission
lines in detail. In essence, “phase” means “time.”
When something goes through periodic variations,
as an alternating current does, corresponding in-
stants in succeeding periods are in phase.

The points A, B and C in Fig 2 are all in phase.
They are corresponding instants in the current flow,

Fig 2—The instantaneous amplitude of both
fields (electric and magnetic) varies sinusoidally
with time as shown in this graph. Since the fields
travel at constant velocity, the graph also
represents the instantaneous distribution of field
intensity along the wave path. The distance
between two points of equal phase such as A-B
and B-C is the length of the wave.
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at 1-λ intervals. This is a conventional view of a sine-wave alternating current, with time progressing to the
right. It also represents a “snapshot” of the intensity of the traveling fields, if distance is substituted for time
in the horizontal axis. The distance between A and B or between B and C is one wavelength. The field-
intensity distribution follows the sine curve, in both amplitude and polarity, corresponding exactly to the
time variations in the current that produced the fields. Remember that this is an instantaneous picture—the
wave moves outward, much as a wave created by a rock thrown into water does.

Polarization
A wave like that in Fig 1 is said to be polarized in the direction of the electric lines of force. The

polarization here is vertical, because the electric lines are perpendicular to the surface of the Earth. It is
one of the laws of electromagnetics that electric lines touching the surface of a perfect conductor must
do so perpendicularly, or else they would have to generate infinite currents in the conductor, an obvi-
ous impossibility. Most ground is a rather good conductor at frequencies below about 10 MHz, so
waves at these frequencies, traveling close to good ground, are mainly vertically polarized. Over par-
tially conducting ground there may be a forward tilt to the wave front; the tilt in the electric lines of
force increases as the energy loss in the ground becomes greater.

Waves traveling in contact with the surface of the Earth, called surface waves, are of little practical
use in amateur communication. This is because as the frequency is raised, the distance over which they
will travel without excessive energy loss becomes smaller and smaller. The surface wave is most useful
at low frequencies and through the standard AM broadcast band. The surface wave will be covered
later. At high frequencies a wave reaching a receiving antenna has had little contact with the ground,
and its polarization is not necessarily vertical.

If the electric lines of force are horizontal, the wave is said to be horizontally polarized. Horizon-
tally and vertically polarized waves may be classified generally under linear polarization. Linear po-
larization can be anything between horizontal and vertical. In free space, “horizontal” and “vertical”
have no meaning, since the reference of the seemingly horizontal surface of the Earth has been lost.

In many cases the polarization of waves is not fixed, but rotates continually, somewhat at random.
When this occurs the wave is said to be elliptically polarized. A gradual shift in polarization in a medium is
known as Faraday rotation. For space communication, circular polarization is commonly used to overcome
the effects of Faraday rotation. A circularly polarized wave rotates its polarization through 360° as it travels
a distance of one wavelength in the propagation medium. The direction of rotation as viewed from the
transmitting antenna defines the direction of circularity—right-hand (clockwise) or left-hand (counterclock-
wise). Linear and circular polarization may be considered as special cases of elliptical polarization.

Field Intensity
The energy from a propagated wave decreases with distance from the source. This decrease in

strength is caused by the spreading of the wave energy over ever-larger spheres as the distance from the
source increases.

A measurement of the strength of the wave at a distance from the transmitting antenna is its field
intensity, which is synonymous with field strength. The strength of a wave is measured as the voltage
between two points lying on an electric line of force in the plane of the wave front. The standard of
measure for field intensity is the voltage developed in a wire that is 1 meter long, expressed as volts per
meter. (If the wire were 2 meters long, the voltage developed would be divided by two to determine the
field strength in volts per meter.)

The voltage in a wave is usually low, so the measurement is made in millivolts or microvolts per
meter. The voltage goes through time variations like those of the current that caused the wave. It is
measured like any other ac voltage—in terms of the effective value or, sometimes, the peak value. It is
fortunate that in amateur work it is not necessary to measure actual field strength, as the equipment
required is elaborate. We need to know only if an adjustment has been beneficial, so relative measure-
ments are satisfactory. These can be made easily, with homebuilt equipment.
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Wave Attenuation
In free space, the field intensity of the wave varies inversely with the distance from the source,

once you are in the radiating far field of the antenna. If the field strength at 1 mile from the source is
100 millivolts per meter, it will be 50 millivolts per meter at 2 miles, and so on. The relationship
between field intensity and power density is similar to that for voltage and power in ordinary circuits.
They are related by the impedance of free space, which is approximately 377 Ω. A field intensity of
1 volt per meter is therefore equivalent to a power density of

P E
Z

1 (volt/m)
377 2.65 mW/m

2 2
2= = Ω =    (Eq 2)

Because of the relationship between voltage and power, the power density therefore varies with the
square root of the field intensity, or inversely with the square of the distance. If the power density at
1 mile is 4 mW per square meter, then at a distance of 2 miles it will be 1 mW per square meter.

It is important to remember this spreading loss when antenna performance is being considered.
Gain can come only from narrowing the radiation pattern of an antenna, to concentrate the radiated
energy in the desired direction. There is no “antenna magic” by which the total energy radiated can be
increased.

In practice, attenuation of the wave energy may be much greater than the “inverse-distance” law
would indicate. The wave does not travel in a vacuum, and the receiving antenna seldom is situated so
there is a clear line of sight. The Earth is spherical and the waves do not penetrate its surface apprecia-
bly, so communication beyond visual distances must be by some means that will bend the waves around
the curvature of the Earth. These means involve additional energy losses that increase the path attenu-
ation with distance, above that for the theoretical spreading loss in a vacuum.

Bending of Radio Waves
Radio waves and light waves are both propagated as electromagnetic energy. Their major differ-

ence is in wavelength, though radio-reflecting surfaces are usually much smaller in terms of wave-
length than those for light. In material of a given electrical conductivity, long waves penetrate deeper
than short ones, and so require a thicker mass for good reflection. Thin metal however is a good reflec-
tor of even long-wavelength radio waves. With poorer conductors, such as the Earth’s crust, long waves
may penetrate quite a few feet below the surface.

Reflection occurs at any boundary between materials of differing dielectric constant. Familiar ex-
amples with light are reflections from water surfaces and window panes. Both water and glass are
transparent for light, but their dielectric constants are very different from that of air. Light waves, being
very short, seem to “bounce off” both surfaces. Radio waves, being much longer, are practically unaf-
fected by glass, but their behavior upon encountering water may vary, depending on the purity of that
medium. Distilled water is a good insulator; salt water is a relatively good conductor.

Depending on their wavelength (and thus their frequency), radio waves may be reflected by build-
ings, trees, vehicles, the ground, water, ionized layers in the upper atmosphere, or at boundaries be-
tween air masses having different temperatures and moisture content. Ionospheric and atmospheric
conditions are important in practically all communication beyond purely local ranges.

Refraction is the bending of a ray as it passes from one medium to another at an angle. The appearance
of bending of a straight stick, where it enters water at an angle, is an example of light refraction known to us
all. The degree of bending of radio waves at boundaries between air masses increases with the radio fre-
quency. There is slight atmospheric bending in our HF bands. It becomes noticeable at 28 MHz, more so at
50 MHz, and it is much more of a factor in the higher VHF range and in UHF and microwave propagation.

Diffraction of light over a solid wall prevents total darkness on the far side from the light source.
This is caused largely by the spreading of waves around the top of the wall, due to the interference of
one part of the beam with another. The dielectric constant of the surface of the obstruction may affect
what happens to our radio waves when they encounter terrestrial obstructions—but the radio “shadow
area” is never totally “dark.”
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The three terms, reflection, refraction and diffraction, were in use long before the radio age began.
Radio propagation is nearly always a mix of these phenomena, and it may not be easy to identify or separate
them while they are happening when we are on the air. This book tends to rely on the words bending and
scattering in its discussions, with appropriate modifiers as needed. The important thing to remember is that
any alteration of the path taken by energy as it is radiated from an antenna is almost certain to affect on-the-
air results—which is why this chapter on propagation is included in an antenna book.

The Ground Wave
As we have already seen, radio waves are affected in many ways by the media through which they

travel. This has led to some confusion of terms in earlier literature concerning wave propagation.
Waves travel close to the ground in several ways, some of which involve relatively little contact with
the ground itself. The term ground wave has had several meanings in antenna literature, but it has come
to be applied to any wave that stays close to the Earth, reaching the receiving point without leaving the
Earth’s lower atmosphere. This distinguishes the ground wave from a sky wave, which utilizes the
ionosphere for propagation between the transmitting and receiving antennas.

The ground wave could be traveling in actual contact with the ground, as in Fig 1, where it is called
the surface wave. Or it could travel directly between the transmitting and receiving antennas, when they
are high enough so they can “see” each other—this is commonly called the direct wave. The ground wave
also travels between the transmitting and receiving antennas by reflections or diffractions off intervening
terrain between them. The ground-influenced wave may interact with the direct wave to create a vector-
summed resultant at the receiver antenna.

In the generic term ground wave, we also will include ones that are made to follow the Earth’s
curvature by bending in the Earth’s lower atmo-
sphere, or troposphere, usually no more than a few
miles above the ground. Often called tropospheric
bending, this propagation mode is a major factor
in amateur communications above 50 MHz.

THE SURFACE WAVE
The surface wave travels in contact with the

Earth’s surface. It can provide coverage up to about
100 miles in the standard AM broadcast band dur-
ing the daytime, but attenuation is high. As can be
seen from Fig 3, the attenuation increases with fre-
quency. The surface wave is of little value in ama-
teur communication, except possibly at 1.8 MHz.
Vertically polarized antennas must be used, which
tends to limit amateur surface-wave communication
to where large vertical systems can be erected.

THE SPACE WAVE
Propagation between two antennas situated

within line of sight of each other is shown in
Fig 4. Energy traveling directly between the an-
tennas is attenuated to about the same degree as
in free space. Unless the antennas are very high
or quite close together, an appreciable portion of
the energy is reflected from the ground. This re-
flected wave combines with direct radiation to
affect the actual signal received.

Fig 3—Typical HF ground-wave range as a function
of frequenc y.

Fig 4—The ray traveling directly from the transmitting
antenna to the receiving antenna combines with a ray
reflected from the ground to form the space wave. For
a horizontally polarized signal a reflection as shown
here reverses the phase of the ground-reflected ra y.
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In most communication between two stations on the ground, the angle at which the wave strikes
the ground will be small. For a horizontally polarized signal, such a reflection reverses the phase of the
wave. If the distances traveled by both parts of the wave were the same, the two parts would arrive out
of phase, and would therefore cancel each other. The ground-reflected ray in Fig 4 must travel a little
further, so the phase difference between the two depends on the lengths of the paths, measured in
wavelengths. The wavelength in use is important in determining the useful signal strength in this type
of communication.

If the difference in path length is 3 meters, the phase difference with 160-meter waves would be
only 360° × 3/160 = 6.8°. This is a negligible difference from the 180° shift caused by the reflection, so
the effective signal strength over the path would still be very small because of cancellation of the two
waves. But with 6-meter radio waves the phase length would be 360° × 3/6 = 180°. With the additional
180° shift on reflection, the two rays would add. Thus, the space wave is a negligible factor at low
frequencies, but it can be increasingly useful as the frequency is raised. It is a dominant factor in local
amateur communication at 50 MHz and higher.

Interaction between the direct and reflected waves is the principle cause of “mobile flutter”
observed in local VHF communication between fixed and mobile stations. The flutter effect
decreases once the stations are separated enough so that the reflected ray becomes inconsequen-
tial. The reflected energy can also confuse the results of field-strength measurements during tests
on VHF antennas.

As with most propagation explanations, the space-wave picture presented here is simplified, and
practical considerations dictate modifications. There is always some energy loss when the wave is
reflected from the ground. Further, the phase of the ground-reflected wave is not shifted exactly 180°,
so the waves never cancel completely. At UHF, ground-reflection losses can be greatly reduced or
eliminated by using highly directive antennas. By confining the antenna pattern to something approaching
a flashlight beam, nearly all the energy is in the direct wave. The resulting energy loss is low enough
that microwave relays, for example, can operate with moderate power levels over hundreds or even
thousands of miles. Thus we see that, while the space wave is inconsequential below about 20 MHz, it
can be a prime asset in the VHF realm and higher.

VHF Propagation Beyond Line of Sight
From Fig 4 it appears that use of the space wave depends on direct line of sight between the

antennas of the communicating stations. This is not literally true, although that belief was common in
the early days of amateur communication on frequencies above 30 MHz. When equipment became
available that operated efficiently and after antenna techniques were improved, it soon became clear
that VHF waves were actually being bent or scattered in several ways, permitting reliable communica-
tion beyond visual distances between the two stations. This was found true even with low power and
simple antennas. The average communication range can be approximated by assuming the waves travel
in straight lines, but with the Earth’s radius in-
creased by one-third. The distance to the “radio
horizon” is then given as

D 1.415 Hmiles feet= (Eq 3)

or

D 4.124 Hkm meters= (Eq 4)

where H is the height of the transmitting antenna, as
shown in Fig 5. The formula assumes that the Earth
is smooth out to the horizon, so any obstructions along
the path must be taken into consideration. For an el-
evated receiving antenna the communication distance
is equal to D + D1, that is, the sum of the distances to

Fig 5—The distance D to the horizon from an
antenna of height H is given by equations in
the text. The maximum line-of-sight distance
between two elevated antennas is equal to the
sum of their distances to the horizon as
indicated here.
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Fig 6—Distance to the horizon from an antenna
of given height. The solid curve includes the
effect of atmospheric retraction. The optical line-
of-sight distance is given by the broken curve.

the horizon of both antennas. Radio horizon dis-
tances are given in graphic form in Fig 6. Two sta-
tions on a flat plain, one with its antenna 60 feet
above ground and the other 40 feet, could be up to
about 20 miles apart for strong-signal line-of-sight
communication (11 + 9 mi). The terrain is almost
never completely flat, and variations along the way
may add to or subtract from the distance for reliable
communication. Remember that energy is absorbed,
reflected or scattered in many ways in nearly all
communication situations. The formula or the chart
will be a good guide for estimating the potential
radius of coverage for a VHF FM repeater, as-
suming the users are mobile or portable with
simple, omnidirectional antennas. Coverage with
optimum home-station equipment, high-gain di-
rectional arrays, and SSB or CW is quite a dif-
ferent matter. A much more detailed method for
estimating coverage on frequencies above 50
MHz is given later in this chapter.

For maximum use of the ordinary space wave
it is important to have the antenna as high as pos-
sible above nearby buildings, trees, wires and sur-
rounding terrain. A hill that rises above the rest of
the countryside is a good location for an amateur
station of any kind, and particularly so for exten-
sive coverage on the frequencies above 50 MHz.
The highest point on such an eminence is not nec-
essarily the best location for the antenna. In the
example shown in Fig 7, the hilltop would be a
good site in all directions. But if maximum per-
formance to the right is the objective, a point just
below the crest might do better. This would in-
volve a trade-off with reduced coverage in the
opposite direction. Conversely, an antenna situated
on the left side, lower down the hill, might do well
to the left, but almost certainly would be inferior
in performance to the right.

Selection of a home site for its radio poten-
tial is a complex business, at best. A VHF enthu-
siast dreams of the highest hill. The DX-minded
ham may be more attracted by a dry spot near a
salt marsh. A wide saltwater horizon, especially
from a high cliff, just smells of DX. In shopping
for ham radio real estate, a mobile or portable rig for the frequencies you’re most interested in can
provide useful clues.

Antenna Polarization
If effective communication over long distances were the only consideration, we might be con-

cerned mainly with radiation of energy at the lowest possible angle above the horizon. However, being

Fig 7—Propagation conditions are generally
best when the antenna is located slightly below
the top of a hill on the side facing the distant
station. Communication is poor when there is a
sharp rise immediately in front of the antenna in
the direction of communication.
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engaged in a residential avocation often imposes practical restrictions on our antenna projects. As an
example, our 1.8 and 3.5-MHz bands are used primarily for short-distance communication because
they serve that purpose with antennas that are not difficult or expensive to put up. Out to a few hundred
miles, simple wire antennas for these bands do well, even though their radiation is mostly at high
angles above the horizon. Vertical systems might be better for long-distance use, but they require ex-
tensive ground systems for good performance.

Horizontal antennas that radiate well at low angles are most easily erected for 7 MHz and higher
frequencies—horizontal wires and arrays are almost standard practice for work on 7 through 29.7 MHz.
Vertical antennas are also used in this frequency range, such as a single omnidirectional antenna of
multiband design. An antenna of this type may be a good solution to the space problem for a city
dweller on a small lot, or even for the resident of an apartment building.

High-gain antennas are almost always used at 50 MHz and higher frequencies, and most of them
are horizontal. The principal exception is mobile communication with FM through repeaters, discussed
in Chapter 17. The height question is answered easily for VHF enthusiasts—the higher the better.

The theoretical and practical effects of height above ground at HF are treated in detail in Chapter 3.
Note that it is the height in wavelengths that is important—a good reason to think in the metric system,
rather than in feet and inches.

In working locally on any amateur frequency band, best results will be obtained with the same polar-
ization at both stations, except on rare occasions when polarization shift is caused by terrain obstructions
or reflections from buildings. Where such a shift is observed, mostly above 100 MHz or so, horizontal
polarization tends to work better than vertical. This condition is found primarily on short paths, so it is
not too important. Polarization shift may occur on long paths where tropospheric bending is a factor, but
here the effect tends to be random. Long-distance communication by way of the ionosphere produces
random polarization effects routinely, so polarization matching is of little or no importance. This is
fortunate for the HF mobile enthusiast, who will find that even his short, inductively loaded whips work
very well at all distances other than local.

Because it responds to all plane polarizations equally, circular polarization may pay off on circuits
where the arriving polarization is random, but it exacts a 3-dB penalty when used with a single-plane
polarization of any kind. Circular systems find greatest use in work with orbiting satellites. It should be
remembered that “horizontal” and “vertical” are meaningless terms in space, where the plane-Earth
reference is lost.

Polarization Factors Above 50 MHz
In most VHF communication over short distances, the polarization of the space wave tends to remain

constant. Polarization discrimination is high, usually in excess of 20 dB, so the same polarization should be
used at both ends of the circuit. Horizontal, vertical and circular polarization all have certain advantages
above 50 MHz, so there has never been complete standardization on any one of them.

Horizontal systems are popular, in part because they tend to reject man-made noise, much of which
is vertically polarized. There is some evidence that vertical polarization shifts to horizontal in hilly
terrain, more readily than horizontal shifts to vertical. With large arrays, horizontal systems may be
easier to erect, and they tend to give higher signal strengths over irregular terrain, if any difference is
observed.

Practically all work with VHF mobiles is now handled with vertical systems. For use in a VHF repeater
system, the vertical antenna can be designed to have gain without losing the desired omnidirectional quality.
In the mobile station a small vertical whip has obvious aesthetic advantages. Often a telescoping whip used
for broadcast reception can be pressed into service for the 144-MHz FM rig. A car-top mount is preferable,
but the broadcast whip is a practical compromise. Tests with at least one experimental repeater have shown
that horizontal polarization can give a slightly larger service area, but mechanical advantages of vertical
systems have made them the almost unanimous choice in VHF FM communication. Except for the repeater
field, horizontal is the standard VHF system almost everywhere.

In communication over the Earth-Moon-Earth (EME) route the polarization picture is blurred, as
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might be expected with such a diverse medium. If
the moon were a flat target we could expect a 180°
phase shift from the moon reflection process. But
it is not flat. This plus the moon’s libration, and
the fact that waves must travel both ways through
the Earth’s entire atmosphere and magnetic field,
provide other variables that confuse the phase and
polarization issue. Building a huge array that will
track the moon, and give gains in excess of
20 dB, is enough of a task that most EME enthu-
siasts tend to take their chances with phase and
polarization problems. Where rotation of the ele-
ment plane has been tried it has helped to stabi-
lize signal levels, but it is not widely employed.

TROPOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
OF VHF WAVES

The effects of changes in the dielectric con-
stant of the propagation medium were discussed
earlier. Varied weather patterns over most of the
Earth’s surface can give rise to boundaries be-
tween air masses of very different temperature and
humidity characteristics. These boundaries can be
anything from local anomalies to air-circulation
patterns of continental proportions.

Under stable weather conditions, large air
masses can retain their characteristics for hours
or even days at a time. See Fig 8. Stratified warm
dry air over cool moist air, flowing slowly across
the Great Lakes region to the Atlantic Seaboard,
can provide the medium for east-west communi-
cation on 144 MHz and higher amateur frequen-
cies over as much as 1200 miles. More common,
however, are communication distances of 400 to
600 miles under such conditions.

A similar inversion along the Atlantic Sea-
board as a result of a tropical storm air-circula-
tion pattern may bring VHF and UHF openings
extending from the Maritime Provinces of Canada
to the Carolinas. Propagation across the Gulf of
Mexico, sometimes with very high signal levels,
enlivens the VHF scene in coastal areas from
Florida to Texas. The California coast, from be-
low the San Francisco Bay Area to Mexico, is
blessed with a similar propagation aid during the
warmer months. Tropical storms moving west, across the Pacific below the Hawaiian Islands, may
provide a transpacific long-distance VHF medium. This was first exploited by amateurs on 144, 220
and 432 MHz, in 1957. It has been used fairly often in the summer months since, although not yearly.

The examples of long-haul work cited above may occur infrequently, but lesser extensions of the
minimum operating range are available almost daily. Under minimum conditions there may be little
more than increased signal strength over paths that are workable at any time.

Fig 8—Upper air conditions that produce extended-
range communication on the VHF bands. At the top
is shown the US Standard Atmosphere temperature
curve. The humidity curve (dotted) is what would
result if the relative humidity were 70%, from
ground level to 12,000 feet elevation. There is only
slight refraction under this standard condition. At
the bottom is shown a sounding that is typical of
marked refraction of VHF waves. Figures in
parentheses are the “mixing ratio”—grams of water
vapor per kilogram of dry air. Note the sharp break
in both curves at about 3500 feet.
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There is a diurnal effect in temperate climates. At sunrise the air aloft is warmed more rapidly than
that near the Earth’s surface, and as the Sun goes lower late in the day the upper air is kept warm, while
the ground cools. In fair, calm weather the sunrise and sunset temperature inversions can improve
signal strength over paths beyond line of sight as much as 20 dB over levels prevailing during the hours
of high sun. The diurnal inversion may also extend the operating range for a given strength by some 20
to 50%. If you would be happy with a new VHF antenna, try it first around sunrise!

There are other short-range effects of local atmospheric and topographical conditions. Known as
subsidence, the flow of cool air down into the bottom of a valley, leaving warm air aloft, is a familiar
summer-evening pleasure. The daily inshore-offshore wind shift along a seacoast in summer sets up
daily inversions that make coastal areas highly favored as VHF sites. Ask any jealous 144-MHz opera-
tor who lives more than a few miles inland!

Tropospheric effects can show up at any time, in any season. Late spring and early fall are the most
favored periods, although a winter warming trend can produce strong and stable inversions that work
VHF magic almost equal to that of the more familiar spring and fall events.

Regions where the climate is influenced by large bodies of water enjoy the greatest degree of
tropospheric bending. Hot, dry desert areas see little of it, at least in the forms described above.

Tropospheric Ducting
Tropospheric propagation of VHF and UHF waves can influence signal levels at all distances from

purely local to something beyond 4000 km (2500 miles). The outer limits are not well known. At the
risk of over simplification, we will divide the modes into two classes—extended local and long dis-
tance. This concept must be modified depending on the frequency under consideration, but in the VHF
range the extended-local effect gives way to a form of propagation much like that of microwaves in a
waveguide, called ducting. The transition distance is ordinarily somewhere around 200 miles. The
difference lies in whether the atmospheric condition producing the bending is localized or continental
in scope. Remember, we’re concerned here with frequencies in the VHF range, and perhaps up to
500 MHz. At 10 GHz, for example, the scale is much smaller.

In VHF propagation beyond a few hundred miles, more than one weather front is probably involved,
but the wave is propagated between the inversion layers and ground, in the main. On long paths over the
ocean (two notable examples are California to Hawaii and Ascension Island to Brazil), propagation is
likely to be between two atmospheric layers. On such circuits the communicating station antennas must
be in the duct, or capable of propagating strongly into it. Here again, we see that the positions and
radiation angles of the antennas are important. As with microwaves in a waveguide, the low-frequency
limit for the duct is critical. In long-distance ducting it is also very variable. Airborne equipment has
shown that duct capability exists well down into the HF region in the stable atmosphere west of Ascen-
sion Island. Some contacts between Hawaii and Southern California on 50 MHz are believed to have
been by way of tropospheric ducts. Probably all contact over these paths on 144 MHz and higher bands
is because of duct propagation.

Amateurs have played a major part in the discovery and eventual explanation of tropospheric propa-
gation. In recent years they have shown that, contrary to beliefs widely held in earlier times, long-
distance communication using tropospheric modes is possible to some degree on all amateur frequen-
cies from 50 to at least 10,000 MHz.

RELIABLE VHF COVERAGE
In the preceding sections we discussed means by which amateur bands above 50 MHz may be used

intermittently for communication far beyond the visual horizon. In emphasizing distance we should not
neglect a prime asset of the VHF band: reliable communication over relatively short distances. The VHF
region is far less subject to disruption of local communication than are frequencies below 30 MHz. Since
much amateur communication is essentially local in nature, our VHF assignments can carry a great load,
and such use of the VHF bands helps solve interference problems on lower frequencies.

Because of age-old ideas, misconceptions about the coverage obtainable in our VHF bands persist.
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This reflects the thoughts that VHF waves travel only in straight lines, except when the DX modes
described above happen to be present. However, let us survey the picture in the light of modern wave-
propagation knowledge and see what the bands above 50 MHz are good for on a day-to-day basis,
ignoring the anomalies that may result in extensions of normal coverage.

It is possible to predict with fair accuracy how far you should be able to work consistently on any
VHF or UHF band, provided a few simple facts are known. The factors affecting operating range can be
reduced to graph form, as described in this section. The information was originally published in No-
vember 1961 QST by D. W. Bray, K2LMG (see the Bibliography at the end of this chapter).

To estimate your station’s capabilities, two basic numbers must be determined: station gain and path
loss. Station gain is made up of seven factors: receiver sensitivity, transmitted power, receiving antenna
gain, receiving antenna height gain, transmitting antenna gain, transmitting antenna height gain and re-
quired signal-to-noise ratio. This looks complicated but it really boils down to an easily made evaluation
of receiver, transmitter, and antenna performance. The other number, path loss, is readily determined
from the nomogram, Fig 9. This gives path loss over smooth Earth, for 99% reliability.

For 50 MHz, lay a straightedge from the distance between stations (left side) to the appropriate distance
at the right side. For 1296 MHz, use the full scale, right center. For 144, 222 and 432, use the dot in the circle,
square or triangle, respectively. Example: At 300 miles the path loss for 144 MHz is 214 dB.

To be meaningful, the losses determined from this nomograph are necessarily greater than simple
free-space path losses. As described in an earlier section, communication beyond line-of-sight dis-
tances involves propagation modes that increase the path attenuation with distance.

Fig 9—Nomogram for finding the capabilities of stations on amateur bands from 50 to 1300 MHz.
Either the path loss for a given distance or vice versa may be found if one of the two factors is
known.
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Fig 10—Nomogram for finding effective receiver sensitivit y.

VHF/UHF Station Gain
The largest of the eight factors involved in station design is receiver sensitivity. This is obtainable

from Fig 10, if you know the approximate receiver noise figure and transmission-line loss. If you can’ t
measure noise figure, assume 3 dB for 50 MHz, 5 for 144 or 222, 8 for 432 and 10 for 1296 MHz, if you
know your equipment is working moderately well. These noise figures are well on the conservative
side for modern solid-state receivers.

Line loss can be taken from information in Chapter 24 for the line in use, if the antenna system is fed
properly. Lay a straightedge between the appropriate points at either side of Fig 10, to find effective receiver
sensitivity in decibels below 1 watt (dBW). Use the narrowest bandwidth that is practical for the emission
intended, with the receiver you will be using. For CW, an average value for effective work is about 500 Hz.
Phone bandwidth can be taken from the receiver instruction manual, but it usually falls between 2.1 to 2.7 kHz.

Antenna gain is next in importance. Gains of amateur antennas are often exaggerated. For well-designed
Yagis they run close to 10 times the boom length in wavelengths. (Example: A 24-foot Yagi on 144 MHz is
3.6 wavelengths long; 3.6 × 10 = 36, or about 151/2 dB.) Add 3 dB for stacking, where used properly. Add 4 dB
more for ground reflection gain. This varies in amateur work, but averages out near this figure.

We have one more plus factor—antenna height gain, obtained from Fig 11. Note that this is greatest for
short distances. The left edge of the horizontal center scale is for 0 to 10 miles, the right edge for 100 to
500 miles. Height gain for 10 to 30 feet is assumed to be zero. It will be seen that for 50 feet the height gain is
4 dB at 10 miles, 3 dB at 50 miles, and 2 dB at 100 miles. At 80 feet the height gains are roughly 8, 6 and 4 dB
for these distances. Beyond 100 miles the height gain is nearly uniform for a given height, regardless of distance.

Transmitter power output must be stated in decibels above 1 W. If you have 500 W output, add
10 log (500/1), or 27 dB, to your station gain. The transmission-line loss must be subtracted from the station
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gain. So must the required signal-to-noise ratio. The information is based on CW work, so the additional signal
needed for other modes must be subtracted. Use a figure of 3 dB for SSB. Fading losses must be accounted for
also. It has been shown that for distances beyond 100 miles, the signal will vary plus or minus about 7 dB from
the average level, so 7 dB must be subtracted from the station gain for high reliability. For distances under 100
miles, fading diminishes almost linearly with distance. For 50 miles, use –3.5 dB for fading.

What I t All Means
Add all the plus and minus factors to get the station gain. Use the final value to find the distance over

which you can expect to work reliably, from the nomogram, Fig 9. Or work it the other way around: Find
the path loss for the distance you want to cover from the nomogram and then figure out what station
changes will be needed to overcome it.

The significance of all this becomes more obvious when we see path loss plotted against frequency
for the various bands, as in Fig 12. At the left this is done for 50% reliability. At the right is the same
information for 99% reliability. For near-perfect reliability, a path loss of 195 dB (easily encountered
at 50 or 144 MHz) is involved in 100-mile communication. But look at the 50% reliability curve: The

Fig 11—Nomogram for determining antenna-height gain.

Fig 12—Path loss versus distance for amateur frequencies above 50 MHz . At A are curves for 50% of
the time; at B, for 99%. The curves a t A are more representative o f Amateur Radio requirements.
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same path loss takes us out to well over 250 miles. Few amateurs demand near-perfect reliability. By
choosing our times, and by accepting the necessity for some repeats or occasional loss of signal, we
can maintain communication out to distances far beyond those usually covered by VHF stations.

Working out a few typical amateur VHF station setups with these curves will show why an understand-
ing of these factors is important to any user of the VHF spectrum. Note that path loss rises very steeply in the
first 100 miles or so. This is no news to VHF operators; locals are very strong, but stations 50 or 75 miles
away are much weaker. What happens beyond 100 miles is not so well known to many of us.

From the curves of Fig 12, we see that path loss levels off markedly at what is the approximate
limit of working range for average VHF stations using wideband modulation modes. Work out the
station gain for a 50-W station with an average receiver and antenna, and you’ll find that it comes out
around 180 dB. This means you’d have about a 100-mile working radius in average terrain, for good
but not perfect reliability. Another 10 dB may extend the range to as much as 250 miles. Just changing
from AM phone to SSB and CW makes a major improvement in daily coverage on the VHF bands.

A bigger antenna, a higher one if your present beam is not at least 50 feet up, an increase in power to
500 W from 50, an improvement in receiver noise figure if it is presently poor—any of these things can make
a big improvement in reliable coverage. Achieve all of them, and you will have very likely tripled your sphere
of influence, thanks to that hump in the path-loss curves. This goes a long way toward explaining why using
a 10-W packaged station with a small antenna, fun though it may be, does not begin to show what the VHF
bands are really good for.

Terrain at VHF/UHF
The coverage figures derived from the above procedure are for average terrain. What of stations in moun-

tainous country? Although an open horizon is generally desirable for the VHF station site, mountain country
should not be considered hopeless. Help for the valley dweller often lies in the optical phenomenon known as
knife-edge diffraction. A flashlight beam pointed at the edge of a partition does not cut off sharply at the
partition edge, but is diffracted around it, partially illuminating the shadow area. A similar effect is observed
with VHF waves passing over ridges; there is a shadow effect, but not a complete blackout. If the signal is
strong where it strikes the mountain range, it will be heard well in the bottom of a valley on the far side.

This is familiar to all users of VHF communications equipment who operate in hilly terrain. Where only one
ridge lies in the way, signals on the far side may be almost as good as on the near side. Under ideal conditions (a
very high and sharp-edged obstruction near the midpoint of a long-enough path so that signals would be weak over
average terrain), knife-edge diffraction may yield signals even stronger than would be possible with an open path.

The obstruction must project into the radiation patterns of the antennas used. Often mountains that look
formidable to the viewer are not high enough to have an appreciable effect, one way or the other. Since the
normal radiation from a VHF array is several degrees above the horizontal, mountains that are less than about
three degrees above the horizon, as seen from the antenna, are missed by the radiation from the array. Moving
the mountains out of the way would have substantially no effect on VHF signal strength in such cases.

Rolling terrain, where obstructions are not sharp enough to produce knife-edge diffraction, still
does not exhibit a complete shadow effect. There is no complete barrier to VHF propagation—only
attenuation, which varies widely as the result of many factors. Thus, even valley locations are usable
for VHF communication. Good antenna systems, preferably as high as possible, the best available
equipment, and above all, the willingness and ability to work with weak signals may make outstanding
VHF work possible, even in sites that show little promise by casual inspection.

Sky-Wave Propagation
As described earlier, the term “ground wave” is commonly applied to propagation that is confined to the

Earth’s lower atmosphere. Now we will use the term “sky wave” to describe modes of propagation that use
the Earth’s ionosphere. First, however, we must examine how the Earth’s ionosphere is affected by the Sun.

THE ROLE OF THE SUN
Everything that happens in radio propagation, as with all life on Earth, is the result of radiation from the
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Sun. The variable nature of radio propagation here on Earth reflects the ever-changing intensity of ultravio-
let and X-ray radiation, the primary ionizing agents in solar energy. Every day, solar nuclear reactions are
turning hydrogen into helium, releasing an unimaginable blast of energy into space in the process. The total
power radiated by the Sun is estimated at 4×1023 kW—that is, the number four followed by 23 zeroes. At its
surface, the Sun creates about 60 megawatts per square meter. That is a very potent transmitter!

The Solar Wind
The Sun is constantly ejecting material from its surface in all directions into space, making up the

so-called solar wind. Under relatively quiet solar conditions the solar wind blows around 200 miles per
second—675,000 miles per hour—taking away about two million tons of solar material each second
from the Sun. You needn’t worry—the Sun is not going to shrivel up anytime soon. It’s big enough that
it will take many billions of years before that happens.

A 675,000 mile/hour wind sounds like a pretty stiff breeze, doesn’t it? Lucky for us, the density of
the material in the solar wind is very small by the time it has been spread out into interplanetary space.
Scientists calculate that the density of the particles in the solar wind is less than that of the best vacuum
they’ve ever achieved on Earth. Despite the low density of the material in the solar wind, the effect on
the Earth, especially its magnetic field, is very significant.

Before the advent of sophisticated satellite sensors, the Earth’s magnetic field was considered to be fairly
simple, modeled as if the Earth were a large bar magnet. The axis of this hypothetical bar magnet is oriented
about 11° away from the geographic north-south pole. We now know that the solar wind alters the shape of the
Earth’s magnetic field significantly, compressing it on the side facing the Sun and elongating it on the other
side—in the same manner as the tail of a comet is stretched out radially in its orientation from the Sun. In fact,
the solar wind is also responsible for the shape of a
comet’s tail.

Partly because of the very nature of the nuclear re-
actions going on at the Sun itself, but also because of
variations in the speed and direction of the solar wind,
the interactions between the Sun and our Earth are in-
credibly complex. Even scientists who have studied the
subject for years do not completely understand every-
thing that happens on the Sun. Later in this chapter, we’ll
investigate the effects of the solar wind when conditions
on the Sun are not “quiet.” As far as amateur HF skywave
propagation is concerned, the results of disturbed con-
ditions on the Sun are not generally beneficial!

Sunspots
The most readily observed characteristic of the Sun,

other than its blinding brilliance, is its tendency to have
grayish black blemishes, seemingly at random times and
at random places, on its fiery surface. (See Fig 13.)
There are written records of naked-eye sight-ings of
sunspots in the Orient back to more than 2000 years
ago. As far as is known, the first indication that sun-
spots were recognized as part of the Sun was the result
of observations by Galileo in the early 1600s, not long
after he developed one of the first practical telescopes.

Galileo also developed the projection method
for observing the Sun safely, but probably not be-
fore he had suffered severe eye damage by trying to
look at the Sun directly. (He was blind in his last

Fig 13—Much more than sunspots can be seen
when the sun is viewed through selective optical
filters. This photo was taken through a
hydrogen-alpha filter that passes a narrow light
segment at 6562 angstroms. The bright patches
are active areas around and often between
sunspots. Dark irregular lines are filaments of
activity having no central core. Faint magnetic
field lines are visible around a large sunspot
group near the disc center. (Photo courtesy of
Sacramento Peak Observatory, Sunspot, New
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Fig 14—Yearly means of sunspot numbers from data for 1700 through
1986. This plot clearly shows that sunspot activity takes place in cycles
of approximately 11 years duration. Cycle 1, the first complete cycle to be
examined by systematic observa-tion, began in 1755.

years.) His drawings of sunspots, indicating their variable nature and position, are the earliest such record
known to have been made. His reward for this brilliant work was immediate condemnation by church
authorities of the time, which probably set back progress in learning more about the Sun for generations.

The systematic study of solar activity began about 1750, so a fairly reliable record of sunspot numbers goes
back that far. (There are some gaps in the early data.) The record shows clearly that the Sun is always in a state of
change. It never looks exactly the same from one day to the next. The most obvious daily change is the movement
of visible activity centers (sunspots or groups thereof) across the solar disc, from east to west, at a constant rate.
This movement was soon found to be the result of the rotation of the Sun, at a rate of approximately four weeks
for a complete round. The average is about 27.5 days, the Sun’s synodic rotation speed, viewed from the perspec-
tive of the Earth, which is also moving around the Sun in the same direction as the Sun’s rotation.

Sunspot Numbers
Since the earliest days of systematic observation, our traditional measure of solar activity has been

based on a count of sunspots. In these hundreds of years we have learned that the average number of spots
goes up and down in cycles very roughly approximating a sine wave. In 1848, a method was introduced for
the daily measurement of sunspot numbers. That method, which is still used today, was devised by the Swiss
astronomer Johann Rudolph Wolf. The observer counts the total number of spots visible on the face of the
Sun and the number of groups into which they are clustered, because neither quantity alone provides a
satisfactory measure of sunspot activity. The observer’s sunspot number for that day is computed by multi-
plying the number of groups seen by 10, and then adding to this value the number of individual spots. Where
possible, sunspot data collected prior to 1848 have been converted to this system.

As can readily be understood, results from one observer to another can vary greatly, since measurement
depends on the capability of the equipment in use and on the stability of the Earth’s atmosphere at the time
of observation, as well as on the experience of the observer. A number of observatories around the world
cooperate in measuring solar activity. A weighted average of the data is used to determine the International
Sunspot Number or ISN for each day. (Amateur astronomers can approximate the determination of ISN
values by multiplying their values by a correction factor determined empirically.)

A major step forward was made with the development of various methods for observing narrow por-
tions of the Sun’s spectrum. Narrowband light filters that can be used with any good telescope perform a
visual function very similar to the aural function of a sharp filter added to a communications receiver. This
enables the observer to see the actual area of the Sun doing the radiating of the ionizing energy, in addition
to the sunspots, which are more a by-product than a cause. The photo of Fig 13 was made through such a
filter. Studies of the ionosphere with instrumented probes, and later with satellites, manned and unmanned,
have added greatly to our knowledge of the effects of the Sun on radio communication.

Daily sunspot counts are recorded, and monthly and yearly averages determined. The averages are
used to see trends and observe patterns. Sunspot records were formerly kept in Zurich, Switzerland,
and the values were known as Zurich Sunspot Numbers. They were also known as Wolf sunspot num-
bers. The official international
sunspot numbers are now com-
piled at the Sunspot Index Data
Center in Bruxelles, Belgium.

The yearly means (averages) of
sunspot numbers from 1700
through 1986 are plotted in Fig 14.
The cyclic nature of solar activity
becomes readily apparent from this
graph. The duration of the cycles
varies from 9.0 to 12.7 years, but
averages approximately 11.1 years,
usually referred to as the 11-year
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solar cycle. The first complete cycle to be observed systematically began in 1755, and is numbered Cycle 1.
Solar cycle numbers thereafter are consecutive. Cycle 22 began in 1987.

The “Quiet” Sun
For more than 50 years it has been well known that radio propagation phenomena vary with the

number and size of sunspots, and also with the position of sunspots on the surface of the Sun. There are
daily and seasonal variations in the Earth’s ionized layers resulting from changes in the amount of
ultraviolet light received from the Sun. The 11-year sunspot cycle affects propagation conditions be-
cause there is a direct correlation between sunspot activity and ionization.

Activity on the surface of the Sun is changing continually. In this section we want to describe the activity
of the so-called quiet Sun, meaning those times when the Sun is not doing anything more spectacular than
acting like a “normal” thermonuclear ball of flaming gases! The Sun and its effects on Earthly propagation can
be described in “statistical” terms—that’s what the 11-year solar cycle does. You may experience vastly dif-
ferent conditions on any particular day compared to what a long-term average would suggest.

An analogy may be in order here. Have you ever gazed into a relatively calm campfire and been
surprised when suddenly a flaming ember or a large spark was ejected in your direction? The Sun can
also do unexpected and sometimes very dramatic things. Disturbances of propagation conditions here
on Earth are caused by disturbed conditions on the Sun. More on this later.

Individual sunspots may vary in size and appearance, or even disappear totally, within a single day. In
general, larger active areas persist through several rotations of the Sun. Some active areas have been identi-
fied over periods up to about a year. Because of these continual changes in solar activity, there are continual
changes in the state of the Earth’s ionosphere and resulting changes in propagation conditions. A short-term
burst of solar activity may trigger unusual propagation conditions here on Earth lasting for less than an hour.

Smoothed Sunspot Numbers (SSN)
Sunspot data are averaged or smoothed to remove the effects of short-term changes. The sunspot

values used most often for correlating propagation conditions are Smoothed Sunspot Numbers (SSN),
often called 12-month running average values. Data for 13 consecutive months are required to deter-
mine a smoothed sunspot number.

Long-time users have found that the upper HF bands are reliably open for propagation only when the
average number of sunspots is above certain minimum levels. For example, between mid 1988 to mid 1992
during Cycle 22, the SSN stayed higher than 100. The 10-meter band was open then almost all day, every
day, to some part of the world. However, by mid 1996, few if any sunspots showed up on the Sun and the
10-meter band consequently was rarely open. Even 15 meters, normally a workhorse DX band when solar
activity is high, was closed most of the time during the low point in Cycle 22. So far as propagation on the
HF bands is concerned, the higher the sunspot number, the better the conditions.

Each smoothed number is an average of 13 monthly means, centered on the month of concern. The 1st and
13th months are given a weight of 0.5. A monthly mean is simply the sum of the daily ISN values for a calendar
month, divided by the number of days in that month. We would commonly call this value a monthly average.

This may all sound very complicated, but an example should clarify the procedure. Suppose we
wished to calculate the smoothed sunspot number for June 1986. We would require monthly mean
values for six months prior and six months after this month, or from December 1985 through December
1986. The monthly mean ISN values for these months are

Dec 85 17.3 Jul 86 18.1
Jan 86 2.5 Aug 86 7.4
Feb 86 23.2 Sep 86 3.8
Mar 86 15.1 Oct 86 35.4
Apr 86 18.5 Nov 86 15.2
May 86 13.7 Dec 86 6.8
Jun 86 1.1
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Fig 15—Scatter diagram or X-Y plot of monthly
mean sunspot numbers and monthly mean
2800-MHz solar flux values. Data values are from
February 1947 through February 1987. Each “+”
mark represents the intersection of data for a
given month. If the correlation between sunspot
number and flux values were consistent, all the
marks would align to form a smooth curve.

First we find the sum of the values, but using only one-half the amounts indicated for the first and
13th months in the listing. This value is 166.05. Then we determine the srnoothed value by dividing the
sum by 12; 166.05/12 = 13.8. (Values beyond the first decimal place are not warranted.) Thus, 13.8 is the
smoothed sunspot number for June 1986. From this example, you can see that the smoothed sunspot
number for a particular month cannot be determined until six months afterwards.

Generally the plots we see of sunspot numbers are averaged data. As already mentioned, smoothed
numbers make it easier to observe trends and see patterns, but sometimes this data can be misleading.
The plots tend to imply that solar activity varies smoothly, indicating, for example, that at the onset of
a new cycle the activity just gradually increases. But this is definitely not so! On any one day, signifi-
cant changes in solar activity can take place within hours, causing sudden band openings at frequen-
cies well above the MUF values predicted from smoothed sunspot number curves. The durations of
such openings may be brief, or they may recur for several days running, depending on the nature of the
solar activity.

Solar Flux
Since the late 1940s an additional method of determining solar activity has been put to use—the mea-

surement of solar radio flux. The quiet Sun emits radio energy across a broad frequency spectrum, with a
slowly varying intensity. Solar flux is a measure of energy received per unit time, per unit area, per unit
frequency interval. These radio fluxes, which originate from atmospheric layers high in the Sun’s chromo-
sphere and low in its corona, change gradually from day to day, in response to the activity causing sunspots.
Thus, there is a degree of correlation between solar flux values and sunspot numbers.

One solar flux unit equals 10–22 joules per second per square meter per hertz. Solar flux values
are measured daily at 2800 MHz (10.7 cm) at The Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory,
Penticton, British Columbia, where daily data have been collected since 1991. (Prior to June 1991,
the Algonquin Radio Observatory, Ontario, made the measurements.) Measurements are also made
at other observatories around the world, at several frequencies. With some variation, the daily mea-
sured flux values increase with increasing frequency of measurement, to at least 15.4 GHz. The daily
2800-MHz Penticton value is sent to Boulder, Colorado, where it is incorporated into WWV propa-
gation bulletins (see later section). Daily solar flux information is of value in determining current
propagation conditions, as sunspot numbers on a given day do not relate directly to maximum usable
frequency. Solar flux values are much more re-
liable for this purpose.

Correlating Sunspot Numbers and
Solar Flux Values

Based on historical data, an exact mathemati-
cal relationship does not exist to correlate sun-
spot data and solar flux values. Comparing daily
values yields almost no correlation. Comparing
monthly mean values (often called monthly av-
erages) produces a degree of correlation, but the
spread in data is still significant. This is indicated
in Fig 15, a scatter diagram plot of monthly mean
sunspot numbers versus the monthly means of
solar flux values adjusted to one astronomical
unit. (This adjustment applies a correction for dif-
ferences in distance between the Sun and the
Earth at different times of the year.)

A closer correlation exists when smoothed
(12-month running average) sunspot numbers are
compared with smoothed (12-month running av-
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erage) solar flux values adjusted to one astronomical unit. A scatter diagram for smoothed data appears in
Fig 16. Note how the plot points establish a better defined pattern in Fig 16. The correlation is still no better
than a few percent, for records indicate a given smoothed sunspot number does not always correspond with
the same smoothed solar flux value, and vice versa. Table 1 illustrates some of the inconsistencies that exist
in the historical data. Smoothed or 12-month running average values are shown.

Even though there is no precise mathematical relationship between sunspot numbers and solar flux
values, it is helpful to have some way to convert from one to the other. The primary reason is that
sunspot numbers are valuable as a long-term link with the past, but the great usefulness of solar flux
values are their immediacy, and their direct bearing on our field of interest. (Remember, a smoothed
sunspot number will not be calculated until six months after the fact.)

The following mathematical approximation has been derived to convert a smoothed sunspot num-
ber to a solar flux value.

F = 63.75 + 0.728 S + 0.00089 S2   (Eq 5)

where
F = solar flux number
S = smoothed sunspot number

A graphic representation of this equation is
given in Fig 17. Use this chart to make conver-
sions graphically, rather than by calculations. With
the graph, solar flux and sunspot number conver-
sions can be made either way. The equation has
been found to yield errors as great as 10% when
historical data was examined. (Look at the August
1981 data in Table 1.) Therefore, conversions
should be rounded to the nearest whole number,
as additional decimal places are unwarranted. To
make conversions from flux to sunspot number,

Fig 16—Scatter diagram of smoothed, or
12-month running averages, sunspot numbers
versus 2800-MHz solar flux values. The
correlation of smoothed values is better than for
monthly means, shown in Fig 15 .

Table 1
Selected Historical Data Showing Inconsis-
tent Correlation Between Sunspot Number
and Solar Flux

Month Smoothed Smoothed
Sunspot Number Solar Flux

Value
May 1953 17.4 75.6
Sept 1965 17.4 78.5
Jul 1985 17.4 74.7
Jun 1969 106.1 151.4
Jul 1969 105.9 151.4
Dec 1982 94.6 151.4
Aug 1948 141.1 180.5
Oct 1959 141.1 192.3
Apr 1979 141.1 180.4
Aug 1981 141.1 203.3

Fig 17—Chart for conversions between
smoothed International Sunspot Numbers and
smoothed 2800-MHz solar flux. This curve is
based on the mathematical approximation
given in the text.
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the following approximation may be used.

S 33.52 85.12 F – 408.99= +   (Eq 6)

THE UNDISTURBED IONOSPHERE
There will be inevitable “gray areas” in our discussion of the Earth’s atmosphere and the changes wrought

in it by the Sun and by associated changes in the Earth’s magnetic field. This is not a story that can be told in neat
equations, or values carried out to a satisfying number of decimal places. The story must be told, and under-
stood—with its well-known limitations—if we are to put up good antennas and make them serve us well.

Thus far in this chapter we have been concerned with what might be called our above-ground living
space—that portion of the total atmosphere wherein we can survive without artificial breathing aids, or up
to about 6 km (4 miles). The boundary area is a broad one, but life (and radio propagation) undergo basic
changes beyond this zone. Somewhat farther out, but still technically within the Earth’s atmosphere, the role
of the Sun in the wave-propagation picture is a dominant one.

This is the ionosphere—a region where the air pressure is so low that free electrons and ions can move
about for some time without getting close enough to recombine into neutral atoms. A radio wave entering
this rarefied atmosphere, a region of relatively many free electrons, is affected in the same way as in enter-
ing a medium of different dielectric constant—its direction of travel is altered.

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the Sun is the primary cause of ionization in the outer regions of the
atmosphere, the ones most important for HF propagation. However, there are other forms of solar radiation
as well, including both hard and soft x-rays, gamma rays and extreme ultraviolet (EUV). The radiated
energy breaks up, or photoionizes, molecules of atmospheric gases into electrons and positively charged
ions. The degree of ionization does not increase uniformly with distance from the Earth’s surface. Instead
there are relatively dense regions (layers) of ionization, each quite thick and more or less parallel to the
Earth’s surface, at fairly well-defined intervals outward from about 40 to 300 km (25 to 200 miles). These
distinct layers are formed due to complex photochemical reactions of the various types of solar radiation
with oxygen, ozone, nitrogen and nitrous oxide in the rarefied upper atmosphere.

Ionization is not constant within each layer, but tapers off gradually on either side of the maximum at the
center of the layer. The total ionizing energy from the Sun reaching a given point, at a given time, is never
constant, so the height and intensity of the ionization in the various regions will also vary. Thus, the practical effect
on long-distance communication is an almost continuous variation in signal level, related to the time of day, the
season of the year, the distance between the Earth and the Sun, and both short-term and long-term variations in
solar activity. It would seem from all this that only the very wise or the very foolish would attempt to predict radio
propagation conditions, but it is now possible to do so with a fair chance of success. It is possible to plan antenna
designs, particularly the choosing of antenna heights, to exploit known propagation characteristics.

Layer Characteristics
The lowest known ionized region, called the D layer, lies between 60 and 92 km (37 to 57 miles) above

the Earth. In this relatively low and dense part of the atmosphere, atoms broken up into ions by sunlight
recombine quickly, so the ionization level is directly related to sunlight. It begins at sunrise, peaks at local
noon and disappears at sundown. When electrons in this dense medium are set in motion by a passing wave,
collisions between particles are so frequent that a major portion of their energy may be used up as heat, as
the electrons and disassociated ions recombine.

The probability of collisions depends on the distance an electron travels under the influence of the
wave—in other words, on the wavelength. Thus, our 1.8 and 3.5-MHz bands, having the longest wave-
lengths, suffer the highest daytime absorption loss, particularly for waves that enter the medium at the
lowest angles. At times of high solar activity (peak years of the solar cycle) even waves entering the D layer
vertically suffer almost total energy absorption around midday, making these bands almost useless for com-
munication over appreciable distances during the hours of high sun. They “go dead” quickly in the morning,
but come alive again the same way in late afternoon. The diurnal D-region effect is less at 7 MHz (though
still marked), slight at 14 MHz and inconsequential on higher amateur frequencies.

The D layer is ineffective in bending HF waves back to Earth, so its role in long-distance communica-
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tion by amateurs is largely a negative one. It is the principal reason why our frequencies up through the 7-
MHz band are useful mainly for short-distance communication during the high-sun hours.

The lowest portion of the ionosphere useful for long-distance communication by amateurs is the
E region or E layer about 100 to 115 km (62 to 71 miles) above the Earth. In the E layer, at intermediate
atmospheric density, ionization varies with the Sun angle above the horizon, but solar ultraviolet radiation is
not the sole ionizing agent. Solar X-rays and meteors entering this portion of the Earth’s atmosphere also
play a part. Ionization increases rapidly after sunrise, reaches maximum around noon local time, and drops
off quickly after sundown. The minimum is after midnight, local time. As with the D region, the E layer
absorbs wave energy in the lower frequency amateur bands when the Sun angle is high, around mid-day.
The other varied effects of E-region ionization will be discussed later.

Most of our long-distance communication capability stems from the tenuous outer reaches of the Earth’s
atmosphere known as the F region or F layer. At heights above 100 miles, ions and electrons recombine
more slowly, so the observable effects of the Sun develop more slowly. Also, the region holds its ability to
reflect wave energy back to Earth well into the night. The maximum usable frequency (MUF) for F-layer
propagation on east-west paths thus peaks just after noon at the midpoint, and the minimum occurs after
midnight. We’ll examine the subject of MUF in more detail later.

Using the F region effectively is by no means that simple, however. The layer height may be from 160
to more than 500 km (100 to over 310 miles), depending on the season of the year, the latitudes, the time of
day and, most capricious of all, what the Sun has been doing in the last few minutes and in perhaps the last
three days before the attempt is made. The MUF between Eastern US and Europe, for example, has been
anything from 7 to 70 MHz, depending on the conditions mentioned above, plus the point in the long-term
solar activity cycle at which the check is made.

Easy-to-use prediction charts appear in QST. Propagation information tailored to amateur needs is trans-
mitted in all information bulletin periods by the ARRL Headquarters station, W1AW. Finally, solar and
geomagnetic field data, transmitted hourly and updated eight times daily, are given in brief bulletins carried
by the US Time Standard stations, WWV and WWVH. But more on these services later.

During the day the F region may split into two layers. The lower and weaker Fl layer, about 160 km
(100 miles) up, has only a minor role, acting more like the E than the F2 region. At night the Fl layer
disappears and the F2 layer height drops somewhat.

Bending in the Ionosphere
The degree of bending of a wave path in an ionized layer depends on the density of the ionization and the

length of the wave (inversely related to its frequency).
The bending at any given frequency or wavelength
will increase with increased ionization density. For a
given ionization density, bending increases with wave-
length (that is, decreases with frequency). Two ex-
tremes are thus possible. If the intensity of the ioniza-
tion is sufficient and the frequency low enough, even
a wave entering the layer perpendicularly will be re-
flected back to Earth. Conversely, if the frequency is
high enough or the ionization decreases to a low
enough density, a condition is reached where the wave
angle is not affected enough by the ionosphere to cause
a useful portion of the wave energy to return to the
Earth. This basic principle has been used for many
years to “sound” the ionosphere to determine its com-
munication potential at various wave angles and fre-
quencies.

A simplified example, showing only one layer,
is given in Fig 18. The effects of additional layers

Fig 18—Behavior of waves encountering the
ionosphere. Rays entering the ionized region at angles
above the critical angle are not bent enough to be
returned to Earth, and are lost to space. Waves
entering at angles below the critical angle reach the
Earth at increasingly greater distances as the launch
angle approaches the horizontal. The maximum
distance that may normally be covered in a single hop
is 4000 km. Greater distances are covered with
multiple hops.
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Fig 19—Typical daytime propagation of high
frequencies (14 to 28 MHz). The waves are
partially bent going through the E and F 1 layers,
but not enough to be returned to Earth. The
actual reflection is from the F 2 laye r.

are shown in Fig 19. The simple case in Fig 18
illustrates several important facts about antenna
design for long-distance communication. At the left
we see three waves that will do us no good—they
all take off at angles high enough that they pass
through the layer and are lost in space. Note that
as the angle of radiation decreases (that is, the wave
is launched closer to the horizon) the amount of
bending needed for sky-wave communication also
decreases. The fourth wave from the left takes off
at what is called the critical angle—the highest that
will return the wave to Earth at a given density of
ionization in the layer for the frequency under con-
sideration.

We can communicate with point A at this fre-
quency, but not any closer to our transmitter site. Under this set of conditions of layer height, layer
density and wave angle, we cannot communicate much farther than point A. But suppose we install an
antenna that radiates at a lower angle, as with the fifth wave from the left. This will bring our signals
down to Earth appreciably farther away than the higher (critical) angle did. Perhaps we can accomplish
even more if we can achieve a very low radiation angle. Our sixth wave, with its radiation angle lower
still, comes back to Earth much farther away, at point B.

The lowest wave drawn in Fig 18 reaches the Earth at a still greater distance, beyond point B. If the
radio wave leaves the Earth at a radiation angle of zero degrees, just at the horizon, the maximum
distance that may be reached under usual ionospheric conditions is about 4000 km (2500 miles).

The Earth itself acts as a reflector of radio waves. Often a radio signal will be reflected from the
reception point on the Earth into the ionosphere again, reaching the Earth a second time at a still more
distant point. This effect is also illustrated in Fig 18, where the critical-angle wave travels from the trans-
mitter via the ionosphere to point A, in the center of the drawing. The signal reflected from point A travels
by the ionosphere again to point B, at the right. Signal travel from the Earth through the ionosphere and
back to the Earth is called a hop. Signal hopping is covered in more detail in a subsequent section.

In each case in Fig 18, the distance at which a ray reaches the Earth in a single hop depends on the
launch elevation angle at which it left the transmitting antenna, and this comes into play throughout this
book. An amateur has some control of the launch angle by adjusting the height of the antennas he uses.

Skip Distance
When the critical angle is less than 90° there will always be a region around the transmitting site

where the ionospherically propagated signal cannot be heard, or is heard weakly. This area lies be-
tween the outer limit of the ground-wave range and the inner edge of energy return from the iono-
sphere. It is called the skip zone, and the distance between the originating site and the beginning of the
ionospheric return is called the skip distance. This terminology should not to be confused with ham
jargon such as “the skip is in,” referring to the fact that a band is open for sky-wave propagation.

The signal may often be heard to some extent within the skip zone, through various forms of
scattering, but it will ordinarily be marginal in strength. When the skip distance is short, both ground-
wave and sky-wave signals may be received near the transmitter. In such instances the sky wave fre-
quently is stronger than the ground wave, even as close as a few miles from the transmitter. The iono-
sphere is an efficient communication medium under favorable conditions. Comparatively, the ground
wave is not.

MULTIHOP PROPAGATION
In the interest of explanation and example, the information in Fig 18 is greatly simplified. On

actual communication paths the picture is complicated by many factors. One is that the transmitted
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Fig 20—Studies have shown that under some
conditions, rays entering the layer at
intermediate angles will propagate further than
those entering at lower angles. The higher-angle
wave is known as the Pedersen ra y.

energy spreads over a considerable area after it leaves the antenna. Even with an antenna array having
the sharpest practical beam pattern, there is what might be described as a cone of radiation centered on
the wave lines (rays) shown in the drawing. The “reflection” in the ionosphere is also varied, and is the
cause of considerable spreading and scattering.

As already mentioned, a radio signal will often be reflected from the reception point on the Earth into
the ionosphere again, reaching the Earth a second time at a still more distant point. As in the case of light
waves, the angle of reflection is the same as the angle of incidence, so a wave striking the surface of the
Earth at an angle of, say, 15° is reflected upward from the surface at approximately the same angle. Thus, the
distance to the second point of reception will be about twice the distance of the first, that is, the distance
from the transmitter to point A versus to point B in Fig 18. Under some conditions it is possible for as many
as four or five signal hops to occur over a radio path, but no more than two or three hops is the norm. In this
way, HF communication can be conducted over thousands of miles.

An important point should be recognized with regard to signal hopping. A significant loss of signal
occurs with each hop. The D and E layers of the ionosphere absorb energy from the signals as they pass
through, and the ionosphere tends to scatter the radio energy in various directions, rather than confining it in
a tight bundle. The roughness of the Earth’s surface also scatters the energy at a reflection point.

Assuming that both waves do reach point B in Fig 18, the low-angle wave will contain more en-
ergy at point B. This wave passes through the lower layers just twice, compared to the higher-angle
route, which must pass through these layers four times, plus encountering an Earth reflection. Mea-
surements indicate that although there can be great variation in the relative strengths of the two sig-
nals—the one-hop signal will generally be from 7 to 10 dB stronger. The nature of the terrain at the
mid-path reflection point for the two-hop wave, the angle at which the wave is reflected from the Earth,
and the condition of the ionosphere in the vicinity of all the refraction points are the primary factors in
determining the signal-strength ratio.

The loss per hop becomes significant at greater distances. It is because of these losses that no more
than four or five propagation hops are useful; the received signal becomes too weak to be usable over
more hops. Although modes other than signal hopping also account for the propagation of radio waves
over thousands of miles, backscatter studies of actual radio propagation have displayed signals with as
many as 5 hops. So the hopping mode is one distinct possibility for long-distance communication.

Present propagation theory holds that for communication distances of many thousands of kilome-
ters, signals do not always hop in relatively short increments from ionosphere-to-Earth-to-ionosphere
and so forth along the entire path. Instead, the wave is thought to propagate inside the ionosphere
throughout some portion of the path length, tending to be ducted in the ionized layer. This theory is
supported by the results of propagation studies that
show that a medium-angle ray sometimes reaches
the Earth at a greater distance from the transmitter
than a low-angle ray, as shown in Fig 20. This
higher-angle ray, named the Pedersen ray, pen-
etrates the layer farther than lower-angle rays. In
the less densely ionized upper edge of the layer,
the amount of refraction is less, nearly equaling
the curvature of the layer itself as it encircles the
Earth. This nonhopping theory is further supported
by studies of propagation times for signals that
travel completely around the world. The time re-
quired is significantly less than would be neces-
sary to hop between the Earth and the ionosphere
10 or more times while circling the Earth.

Propagation between two points thousands of
kilometers apart may consist of a combination of
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Fig 21—The virtual height of the
refracting layer is measured by
sending a wave vertically to the layer
and measuring the time it takes to
come back to the receive r, as though
it were actually reflected rather than
refracted. The refraction height is
somewhat less because of the time
required for the wave to “turn
around” in the ionized region.

ducting and hopping. Whatever the exact mechanics of long-distance wave propagation may be, the
signal must first enter the ionosphere at some point. The amateur wanting to work great distances
should strive to put up antennas that emphasize the lowest possible launch angles, for years of amateur
experience have shown this to be a decided advantage under all usual conditions. Despite all the com-
plex factors involved, most long-distance propagation can be seen to follow certain general rules. Thus,
much commercial and military point-to-point communication over long distances employs antennas
designed to make maximum use of known radiation angles and layer heights, even on paths where
multihop propagation is assumed.

In amateur work we usually try for the lowest practical radiation angle, hoping to keep reflection
losses to a minimum. The geometry of propagation by means of the F2 layer limits our maximum
distance along the Earth’s surface to about 4000 km (2500 miles) for a single hop. For higher radiation
angles, this same distance may require two or more hops (with higher reflection loss). Fewer hops are
better, in most cases. If you have a nearby neighbor who consistently outperforms you on the longer
paths, a radiation angle difference in his favor is probably the reason.

Virtual Height and Critical Frequency
Ionospheric sounding devices have been in service at enough points over the world’s surface that a

continuous record of ionospheric propagation conditions going back many years is available for cur-
rent use, or for study. The sounding principle is similar to that of radar, making use of travel time to
measure distance. The sounding is made at vertical incidence, to measure the useful heights of the
ionospheric layers. This can be done at any one frequency, but the sounding usually is done over a
frequency range wider than the expected return-frequency spread, so information related to the maxi-
mum usable frequency (MUF) is also obtained.

The distance so measured, called the virtual height, is that from which a pure reflection would have
the same effect as the rather diffused refraction that actually happens. The method is illustrated in Fig 21.
Some time is consumed in the refraction process, so the virtual height is slightly higher than the actual.

The sounding procedure involves pulses of energy at progressively higher frequencies, or trans-
mitters with the output frequency swept at many kilohertz per second. As the frequency rises, the
returns show an area where the virtual height seems to increase rapidly, and then cease. The highest
frequency returned is known as the vertical incidence critical frequency. The critical frequency can be
used to determine the maximum usable frequency for long-distance communication by way of the
layer, at that time. As shown in Fig 18, the amount of bending required decreases as the launch angle
decreases. At the lowest practical angle the range for a single hop reaches the 4000-km limit.
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MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCY
The vertical incidence critical frequency is the maximum usable frequency for local sky-wave commu-

nication. It is also useful in the selection of optimum working frequencies and the determination of the
maximum usable frequency for distant points at a given time. The abbreviation MUF will be used hereafter.

The critical frequency ranges between about 1 and 4 MHz for the E layer, and between 2 and
13 MHz for the F2 layer. The lowest figures are for nighttime conditions in the lowest years of the solar
cycle. The highest are for the daytime hours in the years of high solar activity. These are average figures.
Critical frequencies have reached as high as 20 MHz briefly during exceptionally high solar activity.

The MUF for a 4000-km distance is about 3.5 times the critical frequency existing at the path
midpoint. For one-hop signals, if a uniform ionosphere is assumed, the MUF decreases with shorter
distances along the path. This is true because the higher-frequency waves must be launched at higher
elevation angles for shorter ranges, and at these launch angles they are not bent sufficiently to reach the
Earth. Thus, a lower frequency (where more bending occurs) must be used.

Precisely speaking, a maximum usable frequency or MUF is defined for communication between two
specific points on the Earth’s surface, for the conditions existing at the time, including the minimum eleva-
tion angle that the station can launch at the frequency in use. At the same time and for the same conditions,
the MUF from either of these two points to a third point may be different. Therefore, the MUF cannot be
expressed broadly as a single frequency, even for any given location at a particular time. The ionosphere is
never uniform, and in fact at a given time and for a fixed distance, the MUF changes significantly with
changes in compass direction for almost any point on the Earth. Under usual conditions, the MUF will
always be highest in the direction toward the Sun—to the east in the morning, to the south at noon (from
northern latitudes), and to the west in the afternoon and evening.

For the strongest signals at the greatest distance, especially where the limited power levels of the
Amateur Radio Service are concerned, it is important to work fairly near the MUF. It is at these fre-
quencies where signals suffer the least loss. The MUFs can be estimated with sufficient accuracy by
using the prediction charts that appear in QST or by using a computer prediction program. (See section
on Propagation Prediction later in this chapter.) MUFs can also be observed, with the use of a continuous
coverage communications receiver. Frequencies up to the MUFs are in round-the-clock use today. When
you “run out of signals” while tuning upward in
frequency from your favorite ham band, you have
a pretty good clue as to which band is going to
work well, right then. Of course it helps to know
the direction to the transmitters whose signals you
are hearing. Shortwave broadcasters know what
frequencies to use, and you can hear them any-
where, if conditions are good. Time-and-frequency
stations are also excellent indicators, since they
operate around the clock. See Table 2. WWV is
also a reliable source of propagation data, hourly,
as discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

The value of working near the MUF is two-
fold. Under undisturbed conditions, the absorp-
tion loss decreases with higher frequency. Perhaps
more important, the hop distance is considerably
greater as the MUF is approached. A transconti-
nental contact is much more likely to be made on
a single hop on 28 MHz than on 14 MHz, so the
higher frequency will give the stronger signal most
of the time The strong-signal reputation of the 28-
MHz band is founded on this fact.

Table 2
Time and Frequency Stations Useful for
Propagation Monitoring
Call Frequency (MHz) Location
WWV 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 Ft Collins,

  Colorado
WWVH Same as WWV but no 20 Kekaha, Kauai,

  Hawaii
CHU 3.330, 7.335, 14.670 Ottawa, Ontario,

  Canada
RID 5.004, 10.004, 15.004 Irkutsk, USSR*
RWM 4.996, 9.996, 14.996 Novosibirsk,

  USSR
VNG 2.5, 5, 8.634, 12.984, 16 Lyndhurst,

  Australia
BPM 5, 5.43, 9.351, 10, 15 Xiang, China
JJY 2.5, 5, 8, 10, 15 Tokyo, Japan
LOL 5, 10, 15 Buenos Aires,

  Argentina
*The call, taken from an international table, may not be that used

during actual transmission. Locations and frequencies appear
to be as given.
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LOWEST USABLE FREQUENCY
There is also a lower limit to the range of frequencies that provide useful communication between

two given points by way of the ionosphere. Lowest usable frequency is abbreviated LUF. If it were
possible to start near the MUF and work gradually lower in frequency, the signal would decrease in
strength and eventually would disappear into the ever-present “background noise.” This happens be-
cause the absorption increases at lower frequencies. The frequency nearest the point where reception
became unusable would be the LUF. It is not likely that you would want to work at the LUF, although
reception could be improved if the station could increase power by a considerable amount, or if larger
antennas could be used at both ends of the path.

When solar activity is very high at the peak of a solar cycle, the LUF often rises higher than
14 MHz on the morning US-to-Europe path on 20 meters. Just before sunrise in the US, the
20-meter band will be first to open to Europe, followed shortly by 15 meters, and then 10 meters as the
Sun rises further. By mid-morning, however, when 10 and 15 meters are both wide open, 20 meters
will become very marginal to Europe, even when both sides are running maximum legal power levels.
By contrast, stations on 10 meters can be worked readily with a transmitter power of only 1 or 2 W,
indicating the wide range between the LUF and the MUF.

Frequently, the “window” between the LUF and the MUF for two fixed points is very narrow, and there
may be no amateur frequencies available inside the window. On occasion the LUF may be higher than the
MUF between two points. This means that, for the highest possible frequency that will propagate through
the ionosphere for that path, the absorption is so great as to make even that frequency unusable. Under these
conditions it is impossible to establish amateur sky-wave communication between those two points, no
matter what frequency is used. (It would normally be possible, however, to communicate between either
point and other points on some frequency under the existing conditions.) Conditions when amateur sky-
wave communication is impossible between two fixed points occur commonly for long distances where the
total path is in darkness, and for very great distances in the daytime during periods of low solar activity.

Fig 22 shows a typical propagation prediction from the “How’s DX?” column in QST. In this
instance, the MUF and the LUF lines blurred to-
gether at about 10 UTC, meaning that the
statistical likelihood of any amateur frequency be-
ing open for that particular path at that particular
time was not very good. Later on, after about 11
UTC, the gap between the MUF and LUF in-
creased, indicating that the higher bands would
be open on that path.

DISTURBED IONOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS

So far, we have discussed the Earth’s iono-
sphere when conditions at the Sun are undis-
turbed. There are three general types of major dis-
turbances on the Sun that can affect radio propa-
gation. On the air, you may hear people grousing
about Solar Flares, Coronal Holes or Sudden Dis-
appearing Filaments, especially when propaga-
tion conditions are not good. Each of these dis-
turbances causes both electromagnetic radiation
and ejection of material from the Sun.

Solar Flares
Solar flares are cataclysmic eruptions that

Fig 22—Propagation prediction chart for East
Coast of US to Europe. This appeared in
December 1994 QST, where an average 2800-MHz
(10.7-cm) solar flux of 83 was assumed for the
mid-December to mid-January period. On 10% of
these days, the highest frequency propagated
was predicted at least as high as the uppermost
curve (the Highest Possible Frequency, or HPF,
approximately 21 MHz), and for 50% of the days
as high as the middle curve, the MUF. The broken
lines show the Lowest Usable Frequency (LUF)
for a 1500-W CW transmitter.
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suddenly release huge amounts of energy, including sustained, high-energy bursts of radiation from
VLF to X-ray frequencies and vast amounts of solar material. Most solar flares occur around the peak
of the 11-year solar cycle.

The first Earthly indication of a huge flare is often a visible brightness near a sunspot group,
along with increases in UV, X-ray radiation and VHF radio noise. If the geometry between the
Sun and Earth is right, intense X-ray radiation takes eight minutes, traveling the 93 million miles
to Earth at the speed of light. The sudden increase in X-ray energy can immediately increase RF
absorption in the Earth’s lowest ionospheric layers, causing a phenomenon known as a Sudden
Ionospheric Disturbance (SID).

An SID affects all HF communications on the sunlit side of the Earth. Signals in the 2 to 30-MHz
range may disappear entirely, and even most background noise may cease in extreme cases. When you
experience a big SID, your first inclination may be to look outside to see if your antenna fell down!
SIDs may last up to an hour before ionospheric conditions temporarily return to normal.

Between 45 minutes and 2 hours after an SID begins, particles from the flare begin to arrive. These
high-energy particles are mainly protons and they can penetrate the ionosphere at the Earth’s magnetic
poles, where intense ionization can occur, with attendant absorption of HF signals propagating through
the polar regions. This is called a Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) event and it may last for several days.
A PCA results in spectacular auroral displays at high latitudes.

Coronal Holes

A second major solar disturbance is a so-called “coronal hole” in the Sun’s outer layer (the
corona). Temperatures in the corona can be more than four million °C over an active sunspot
region but more typically are about two million °C. A coronal hole is an area of somewhat lower
temperature. Solar-terrestrial scientists have a number of competing theories about how coronal
holes are formed.

Matter ejected through this “hole” takes the form of a plasma, a highly ionized gas made up of
electrons, protons and neutral particles, traveling at speeds up to 300 miles per second. The plasma
becomes part of the solar wind and can affect the Earth’s magnetic field, but only if the Sun-Earth
geometry is right. A plasma has a very interesting and somewhat bizarre ability. It can lock-in the
orientation of the magnetic field where it originates and carry it outward into space. However, unless
the locked-in magnetic field orientation is aligned properly with the Earth’s magnetic field, even a
large plasma mass may not severely disrupt our ionosphere. Presently, we don’t have the ability to
predict very well when a particular event on the Sun will result in propagation problems, although new
satellites now being built should help us in the future.

Statistically, coronal holes tend to occur most often during the declining phase of the 11-year
solar cycle and they can last for a number of solar rotations. This means that a coronal hole can be a
“recurring coronal hole,” disrupting communications for several days about the same time each month
for as long as a year, or even more.

Sudden Disappearing Filaments

A sudden disappearing filament (SDF) is the third major category of solar disturbance that can
affect propagation. SDFs take their names from the manner in which they suddenly arch upward from
the Sun’s surface, spewing huge amounts of matter as plasma out into space in the solar wind. They
tend to occur mostly during the rising phase of the 11-year solar cycle.

When the conditions are right, a flare, coronal hole or an SDF can launch a plasma cloud into the
solar wind, resulting in an ionospheric storm here on Earth. Unlike a hurricane or a winter Nor’easter
storm in New England, an ionospheric storm is not something we can see with our eyes or feel on our
skins. We can’t easily measure things occurring in the ionosphere some 200 miles overhead. However,
we can see the indirect effects of an ionospheric storm on magnetic instruments located on the Earth’s
surface, because disturbances in the ionosphere are closely related to the Earth’s magnetic field. The
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term Geomagnetic Storm (“Geo” means “Earth”
in Greek) is used almost synonymously with iono-
spheric storm.

During a geomagnetic storm, we may expe-
rience extraordinary radio noise and interference,
especially at HF. You may hear solar radio emis-
sions as increases of noise at VHF. A geomag-
netic storm generally adds noise and weakens or
disrupts ionospheric propagation for several days.
Transpolar signals at 14 MHz or higher may be
particularly weak, with a peculiar hollow sound
or f lu t ter—even more than normal  for
transpolar signals.

What can we do about the solar distur-
bances and related disturbed ionospheric
propagation on Earth? The truth is that we are
powerless faced with the truly awesome forces
of solar disturbances like flares, coronal holes
or sudden disappearing filaments. Perhaps
there is some comfort, however, in under-
standing what has happened to cause our HF
bands to be so poor. And as a definite con-
solation, conditions on the VHF bands are
often exceptionally good just when HF propa-
gation is remarkably poor due to solar dis-
turbances.

ELEVATION ANGLES FOR HF COMMUNICATION
It was shown in connection with Fig 18 that the distance at which a ray returns to Earth depends on the

elevation angle at which it left the Earth (also known by other names: takeoff, launch or wave angle).
Chapter 3 in this book deals with the effects of local terrain, describing how the elevation angle of a horizon-
tally polarized antenna is determined mainly by its height above the ground.

Although it is not shown specifically in Fig 18, propagation distance also depends on the layer
height at the time, as well as the elevation angle. As you can probably imagine, the layer height is a
very complex function of the state of the ionosphere and the Earth’s geomagnetic field. There is a large
difference in the distance covered in a single hop, depending on the height of the E or the F2 layer. The
maximum single-hop distance by the E layer is about 2000 km (1250 miles) or about half the maximum
distance via the F2 layer. Practical communicating distances for single-hop E or F layer work at various
wave angles are shown in graphic form in Fig 23.

Actual communication experience usually does not fit the simple patterns shown in Fig 18. Propa-
gation by means of the ionosphere is an enormously complicated business (which makes it all the more
intriguing and challenging to radio amateurs, of course), even when the Sun is not in a disturbed state.
Until the appearance of sophisticated computer models of the ionosphere, there was little definitive
information available to guide the radio amateur in the design of his antenna systems for optimal per-
formance over all portions of the 11-year solar cycle. Elevation angle information that had appeared
for many years in the ARRL Antenna Book was measured for only one transmitting path, during the
lowest portion of Solar Cycle 17 in 1934.

The IONCAP Computer Propagation Model
Since the 1960s several agencies of the US government have been working on a detailed computer

program that models the complex workings of the ionosphere. The program has been dubbed IONCAP,

Fig 23—Distance plotted against wave angle (one-
hop transmission) for the nominal range of heights
for the E and F 2 layers, and for the F 1 layer.
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Table 3
W1, Newington, CT to Europe

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
100% 16-33 2-21 2-17 3-29 1-13 3-13 2-12 2-13
90% 17-24 6-19 5-14 4-13 3-10 4-13 4-11 3-11
Peak Angs 0,17 15,6 11,8 11,4 4,7 5,11 5,8 9,6
Peak Pcts 24,5 19,7 23,9 18,11 10,13 18,10 21,11 20,17

short for Ionospheric Communications Analysis and Prediction Program. IONCAP was originally
written for a mainframe computer, but later versions have been rewritten to allow them to be run by
high-performance personal computers. IONCAP incorporates a detailed database covering almost three
complete solar cycles. The program allows the operator to specify a wide range of parameters, includ-
ing detailed antenna models for multiple frequency ranges, noise models tailored to specific local
environments (from low-noise rural to noisy residential QTHs), minimum elevation angles suitable for
a particular location and antenna system, different months and UTC times, maximum levels of multipath
distortion, and finally solar activity levels, to name the most significant of a bewildering array of
options.

While IONCAP has a well-justified reputation for being very “unfriendly” to use, due to its
mainframe, non-interactive background, it is also the one ionospheric model most highly regarded
for its accuracy and flexibility, both by amateurs and professionals alike. It is the program used
for many years to produce the long-term MUF charts in the “How’s DX?” column of QST.

IONCAP is not well suited for short-term forecasts of propagation conditions based on the latest
solar indices received from WWV. It is an excellent tool, however, for long-range, detailed planning of
antenna systems and shortwave transmitter installations, such as that for the Voice of America, or for
radio amateurs. See the section later in this chapter describing other computer programs that can be
used for short-term, interactive propagation predictions.

Definitions and IONCAP Parameters
The elevation angle information contained in this section was compiled from thousands of IONCAP

runs. These were done for a number of different transmitting locations throughout North America to
important DX locations throughout the world.

Some assumptions were needed for important IONCAP parameters. Since a wide variety of typical
amateur installations are covered, the transmitting and receiving sites were all assumed to be located
on flat ground, with “average” ground conductivity and dielectric constant. Each site was assumed to
have a “clear shot” to the horizon, with a minimum elevation angle less than or equal to 1°. Electrical
noise at each receiving location was also assumed to be very low.

Transmitting and receiving antennas for the 3.5 to 10.5-MHz frequency range were specified
to be inverted-V dipoles, at an apex height of 100 feet, and with free-space gains of 1 dBi. For the
frequency range from 10.5 to 20.0 MHz, antennas were three-element monoband Yagis, 100 feet
high, with free-space gains of 8 dBi. From 20.0 to 30 MHz, antennas were four-element monoband
Yagis, at 60 feet, with free-space gains of 9 dBi. Obviously, many amateurs do not have the space
or resources to erect antennas like the ones assumed in these computations. However, the anten-
nas chosen represent an excellent, all-band station, capable of illuminating a wide range of eleva-
tion angles. Such a station can give a good picture of the possible range of angles needed for
worldwide DX coverage.

Table 3 shows elevation information for the path from ARRL HQ in Newington, CT to Europe.
The data incorporated into Table 3 covers all HF bands from 80 meters to 10 meters, over all portions
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of the 11-year solar cycle. It is an abbreviated
portion of Table 4, which lists elevation informa-
tion for six receiving QTHs throughout the world
from Newington.

The somewhat cryptic meaning for each
row in Table 3 is best illustrated by referring to Fig 24,
which depicts the same information as the “20m” col-
umn in Table 3, but in the form of a bar graph. This
plots the percentage of total openings versus elevation
angle for the 20-meter path from Newington to Europe.

The “100%” label on Fig 24 shows the full
range of elevation angles required, from a low of
3°, to a surprisingly high elevation of 29°. The
latter occurs rarely, at less than 0.5% of the total
number of openings on this path. The definition
of a “band opening” in these IONCAP computa-
tions is that the signal level at the receiver site be
greater than or equal to 0 dBµV. For a typical re-
ceiver, 34 dBµV represents 50 µV, or “S9.”

The “90%” label in Fig 24 shows the range of
angles, in this case from 4° to 13°, occurring for 90%
of the predicted openings on this path. The “Peak 1”
label points to the highest percentage of openings,

Fig 24—Explanation of terminology used in
following elevation-angle tables. The range of
angles from 3° to 29° covers 100% of the
openings computed for all months and all levels
of solar activity from W1 (Newington, CT) to
Europe. The range of angles from 4° to 13°
covers 90% of all these openings. “Peak 1”
describes the angle of 11°, where the largest
percentage of openings occu r, at 18%. “Peak 2”
describes the angle of 4 °, where the next highest
percentage of openings occu r, at 11%.

Table 4
W1, Newington, CT to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 16-33 2-21 2-17 3-29 1-13 3-13 2-12 2-13

90% 17-24 6-19 5-14 4-13 3-10 4-13 4-11 3-11
Peak Angs 20,17 15,6 11,8 11,4 4,7 5,11 5,8 9,6
Peak Pcts 24,5 19,7 23,9 18,11 30,13 18,10 21,11 20,17

Far East 100% 10-18 10-15 2-18 1-16 2-18 2-16 2-14 2-9
90% 10-18 10-14 4-14 3-12 3-12 3-14 3-14 2-9
Peak Angs 12,18 12 10,14 5,10 5,12 10,3 4,12 3,6
Peak Pcts 38,23 60 22,15 23,19 19,14 21,12 23,11 29,18

South 100% 10-21 5-14 1-13 1-14 1-12 1-13 1-12 1-12
America 90% 12-17 8-13 5-12 2-11 2-9 3-10 3-10 2-11

Peak Angs 15 10 6,9 8,5 4,7 5,9 5,9 6,3
Peak Pcts 34 32 19,16 17,12 29,7 25,9 24,8 16,9

Oceania 100% 6-7 4-10 2-10 1-10 2-10 1-10 3-10 2-10
90% 6-7 5-10 5-10 2-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-10
Peak Angs 6 10 10 5 10,3 10 10 10,5
Peak Pcts 50 84 58 38 26,12 46 44 24,20

Southern 100% 10-18 8-18 2-18 1-16 1-12 1-16 1-14 1-12
Africa 90% 12-18 10-14 7-14 2-14 2-12 3-12 3-12 3-12

Peak Angs 18,12 12 12,8 10,5 10,3 10,5 10,5 12,5
Peak Pcts 43,39 49 30,11 24,18 28,10 30,8 23,15 18,15

South 100% 10-18 10-18 2-18 1-17 1-12 2-18 2-14 2-12
Asia 90% 10-18 10-14 4-14 3-14 3-12 3-16 3-14 2-12

Peak Angs 10,18 10 10,14 10,5 3,10 10,5 5,10 5,2
Peak Pcts 40,40 48 36,12 28,16 31,13 20,10 12,12 27,13
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Fig 26—October 20-meter signals and
elevation angles for the full range of solar
activit y, from W1 to England. The elevation
angle does not closely follow the level of solar
activit y. What is important in designing a
station capable of covering all levels of solar
activity is to have flexibility in antenna
elevation pattern response — to cover a wide
range of possible angles.

Fig 25—Overlay of signals and elevation angles,
together with hop-mode information. This is for
one month, Octobe r, at one level of solar activit y,
SSN=70. The mode of propagation does not
closely follow the elevation angle. From 15 to 19
UTC the mode is 3F 2 hops, and the elevation
angle is approximately 12 °. The same elevation
angle is required from 23 to 03 UTC, but here the
mode is 2F 2 hops.

18%, occurring at a takeoff elevation angle of 11°. The label “Peak 2” points to 4° as the second biggest peak
elevation angle, for 11% of all the openings that do occur.

Looking at the Data—Some Cautions
The presence of two distinct peaks in the plot in Fig 24 illustrates the “bi-modality” of this 20-

meter path from New England. In fact, this path supports two different multihop modes most of the
time—a two-hop F2 and a three-hop F2 mode. It is tempting to think that the two-hop signals always
occur at lower elevation launch angles, while the three-hop signals require higher elevation angles.

As was stated previously, however, the workings of the ionosphere are enormously complicated. Fig 25
is an example of a combined plot of predicted signal strengths and elevation angles versus UTC time. This
is for the month of October, from Newington, CT to London, England, for a period of moderate solar
activity, represented by an SSN (12-month Smoothed Sunspot Number) of 70. The dominant F2-layer hop
mode is placed over the elevation angle for each hour the signal is greater than 0 dBµV.

From 22 UTC to 03 UTC, the elevation angles are higher than 11° for two F2-hops. During much of the
morning and early afternoon in Newington (from 11 to 13 UTC, and from 15 to 19 UTC), the angles are also
higher than 11°. However, three F2-hops are involved during this period of time. The number of hops is not
directly related to the elevation angles needed—changing layer heights account for this.

Note that starting around 15 UTC, the mid-morning 20-meter “slump” (down some 10 dB from peak
signal level) is caused by high levels of D- and E-layer absorption when the Sun is high overhead. This
condition favors higher elevation angles, since signals launched at lower angles must travel for a longer
time through the lossy lower layers. Fig 26 overlays predicted signals and elevation angles for three levels
of solar activity in October, again for the Newington-London path. Fig 26 shows the mid-morning “slump”
dramatically when the solar activity is at a high level, represented by SSN = 160. At 15 UTC, the signal
level drops 35 dB from peak level, and the elevation angle rises all the way to 24°. By the way, as a
percentage of all possible openings, the 24° angle occurs only rarely. It doesn’t even show up as a visible
“blip” on Fig 24. Elevation angles are not closely related to the level of solar activity either.

IONCAP does demonstrate that elevation angles do not follow neat, easily identified patterns,
even over a 24-hour period—much less over all portions of the solar cycle. Merely looking at the
percentage of all openings versus elevation angle, as shown in Fig 24, does not tell the whole story,
although it is probably the most statistically valid approach to station design, and possibly the most
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emotionally satisfying approach too! Neither is the whole story revealed by looking only at a “snap-
shot” of elevation angles versus time for one particular month, or for one solar activity level.

What is important to recognize is that the most effective antenna system will be one that can cover the
full range of elevation angles, over the whole spectrum of solar activity, even if the actual angle in use at any
one moment in time may not be easy to determine. For this particular path, from New England to all of
Europe, an ideal antenna would have equal response over the full range of angles from 3° to 29°. Unfortu-
nately, real antennas have a tough time covering such a wide range of elevation angles equally well.

Antenna Elevation Patterns
Figs 27 through 31 show overlays of the same sort of elevation angle information depicted in Fig 24, to-

gether with the elevation response patterns for typical antennas for the HF amateur bands 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10
meters. For example, Fig 29 shows an overlay for 20 meters, with three different types of 20-meter antennas.
These are a four-element Yagi at  90 feet, a four-element Yagi at 120 feet and a large stack of four Yagis located
at 120, 90, 60 and 30 feet. Each antenna is assumed to be mounted over flat ground. Placement on a hill with a
long slope in the direction of interest will lower the required elevation angle by the amount of the hill’s slope. For
example, if a 10° launch angle is desired, and the antenna is placed on a hill with a slope of 5°, the antenna itself

Fig 29—20-meter graph of the percentage of all
openings from New England to Europe versus
elevation angles, together with overlay of
elevation patterns over flat ground for three
20-meter antenna systems.

Fig 30—40-meter graph of the percentage of all
openings from New England to Europe versus
elevation angles, together with overlay of
elevation pattern over flat ground for a 100-foot
high dipole.

Fig 27—10-meter graph of the percentage of all
openings versus elevation angles, together with
overlay of elevation patterns over flat ground for
three 10-meter antenna systems. Stacked antennas
have wider “footprints” in elevation angle coverage
for this example from New England to Europe.

Fig 28—15-meter graph of the percentage of all
openings versus elevation angles, together with
overlay of elevation patterns over flat ground for two
15-meter antenna systems . Again, stacked antennas
have wider “footprints” in elevation angle coverage
for this example from New England to Europe.
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Table 5
W2, Buffalo, N Y to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 15-31 2-22 2-17 2-27 3-12 3-13 3-12 3-12

90% 16-25 5-20 5-15 3-13 3-10 4-12 3-12 3-10
Peak Angs 19,16 14,5 10,7 11,6 4,10 5,10 4,10 4,9
Peak Pcts 21,6 19,8 16,11 21,9 21,17 20,19 20,12 29,16

Far East 100% 10-18 10-15 2-18 2-17 1-18 2-16 2-14 3-12
90% 10-18 12-14 4-15 3-12 3-12 3-14 3-14 3-12
Peak Angs 14,18 12 14,10 10,5 10,6 10,5 5,12 5
Peak Pcts 33,27 54 21,17 22,21 18,13 27,15 33,14 57

South 100% 8-16 5-13 4-12 1-14 1-11 1-13 1-12 1-12
America 90% 9-16 7-12 5-11 2-10 2-9 1-11 3-11 2-11

Peak Angs 15,12 10 10,6 7,4 4,7 5,9 5,8 5,2
Peak Pcts 29,6 37 19,16 19,12 24,11 22,11 26,8 18,7

Oceania 100% 6-10 5-10 2-10 2-10 1-10 2-10 2-10 3-10
90% 6-10 5-10 4-10 2-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-10
Peak Angs 10 10 10 5 10,3 10 10 10,5
Peak Pcts 67 81 53 50 19,17 42 57 37,25

Southern 100% 10-12 8-14 1-14 2-14 1-12 1-14 2-14 2-12
Africa 90% 10-12 10-12 5-14 5-14 2-12 2-12 3-14 3-12

Peak Angs 10 12 10 10,5 10,5 10,4 10,5 10,5
Peak Pcts 59 54 40 32,28 24,19 27,10 27,17 28,18

South 100% 0-0 10-18 2-17 2-17 1-18 2-18 2-16 3-8
Asia 90% 0-0 10-14 6-14 3-14 3-12 3-16 3-14 3-8

Peak Angs 0,0 10 12 5,10 3,6 12,5 4,12 4,7
Peak Pcts 0,0 46 40 27,18 36,15 14,12 16,16 29,12

should be designed for a height that would optimize the response at 15° over flat ground—one wavelength high.
Back to Fig 29, the large stack of four Yagis over flat ground comes closest to being “ideal,” but

even this large array will not work well for that very small percentage of time when the angle needed is
higher than about 20°. Some hams might conclude that the tiny percentage of time when the angles are
very high doesn’ t justify an antenna tailored for that response. However, when that new DX country
pops up on a band, or when a rare multiplier shows up in a contest, doesn’ t it always seem that the

desired signal only comes in at some angle your
antenna doesn’ t cover well? What do you do then,
if your only antenna happens to be a large stack?

The answer to this, perhaps unique, high-angle
problem lies in switching to using only the top an-
tenna in the stack. In this example, the second eleva-
tion peak of the 120-foot high antenna would cover
the angles from 20° to 30° well, much better than the
stack does. Note that the top antenna by itself would
not be ideal for all conditions. It is simply too high
much of the time when the elevation angles are higher
than about 12°. The experience of many amateurs on
the US East Coast with high 20-meter antennas bears
this out—they find that 60 to 90-foot high antennas
are far more consistent performers into Europe.

Detailed Tables of Elevatio n Angle
Information

Now that we have given all the cautions and
all the caveats, we present Tables 4 through 13.

Fig 31—80-meter graph of the percentage of all
openings from New England to Europe versus
elevation angles, together with overlay of
elevation patterns over flat ground for dipoles at
two different heights. The 200-foot-high dipole
clearly covers the necessary elevation angles
better than does the 100-foot-high dipole.
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Table 7
W4, Atlanta, GA to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 13-32 2-18 1-15 1-15 1-10 1-13 1-11 1-11

90% 13-27 3-17 3-13 3-10 1-9 2-10 1-10 1-10
Peak Angs 15,25 17,12 12,5 7 7,2 7,2 9,2 2,9
Peak Pcts 21,3 14,11 16,10 34 23,11 24,8 16,15 25,13

Far East 100% 10-18 10-17 1-18 1-14 1-12 2-16 2-14 3-12
90% 12-18 10-15 3-16 3-13 3-12 2-15 3-12 3-12
Peak Angs 14,18 12 12,3 10,5 10,3 10 12,5 5,12
Peak Pcts 36,27 53 23,14 27,23 31,11 38 38,21 35,23

South 100% 9-21 6-18 1-13 1-15 1-26 1-13 1-14 1-13
America 90% 11-17 8-14 3-12 2-11 2-10 2-13 2-11 2-9

Peak Angs 15,10 11,14 11,7 7,11 5,8 5,9 4,7 5,8
Peak Pcts 27,4 27,5 23,13 16,8 18,8 18,9 18,17 23,11

Oceania 100% 10-10 5-10 4-10 1-10 2-10 1-10 2-10 2-10
90% 10-10 5-10 6-10 2-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-10
Peak Angs 10 10 10 5,10 5,8 10,3 10 10
Peak Pcts 100 66 76 38,17 27,19 28,18 50 49

Southern 100% 10-14 8-14 5-14 1-14 2-12 2-14 1-14 1-13
Africa 90% 10-12 8-12 8-12 5-14 4-12 3-12 2-12 3-12

Peak Angs 10 10 10 10,5 8,5 10,6 10,5 10,5
Peak Pcts 77 67 47 20,19 26,13 25,12 23,9 27,13

South 100% 0-0 8-12 3-12 2-14 1-12 2-14 2-14 3-11
Asia 90% 0-0 10-11 5-12 3-13 2-11 2-14 3-13 3-11

Peak Angs 0,0 10 10 10,5 3,6 10,3 3,8 3,7
Peak Pcts 0,0 88 66 32,22 26,15 18,15 20,15 35,15

Table 6
W3, Washington, DC to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 14-35 3-21 1-17 1-16 2-12 3-13 2-11 3-10

90% 16-28 4-20 5-15 3-12 3-11 3-12 3-11 3-10
Peak Angs 18,15 13,16 10,6 10,5 9,4 9,4 4,11 3,7
Peak Pcts 19,2 16,8 15,11 26,9 20,16 17,13 21,12 25,17

Far East 100% 10-18 9-15 1-18 1-16 2-13 4-17 3-16 2-12
90% 10-18 10-14 3-15 3-12 2-12 4-15 4-14 3-11
Peak Angs 14,18 12 14,3 10,5 10,5 10,5 5,12 5,8
Peak Pcts 37,26 59 24,14 25,23 18,17 34,9 34,20 31,9

South 100% 11-19 6-15 1-13 1-15 1-12 1-13 1-13 1-13
America 90% 12-17 9-13 5-12 2-11 1-10 2-11 2-12 2-10

Peak Angs 15 11 11,7 9,5 4,8 5,8 6,11 4,7
Peak Pcts 33 29 21,13 14,14 22,9 19,10 23,7 21,18

Oceania 100% 10-10 4-10 4-10 2-10 1-10 1-10 2-10 2-10
90% 10-10 5-10 6-10 2-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-10
Peak Angs 10 10 10 5 8,5 10,3 10 10,3
Peak Pcts 100 73 66 48 20,17 37,15 60 38,22

Southern 100% 10-12 8-14 4-14 2-14 1-12 2-14 1-14 2-13
Africa 90% 10-12 10-12 7-12 5-14 2-10 2-12 2-12 4-12

Peak Angs 10 10 12 10,5 10,5 10,5 8,12 10,5
Peak Pcts 73 51 37 26,21 24,21 25,11 20,19 24,14

South 100% 0-0 8-12 3-14 2-14 1-12 3-14 3-14 2-10
Asia 90% 0-0 10-12 6-12 3-14 3-10 3-14 3-14 3-8

Peak Angs 0,0 10 10 10,5 3 10,3 12,5 3,7
Peak Pcts 0,0 73 48 27,19 42 19,17 21,13 38,19
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Table 9
W6, San Francisco, CA to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 8-18 2-17 3-13 1-14 2-9 1-11 3-11 2-10

90% 8-18 4-16 4-11 1-11 3-8 3-10 3-10 2-10
Peak Angs 9,16 11,5 7,4 7,4 4 4,7 5,10 2,10
Peak Pcts 33,17 23,10 27,6 15,14 38 24,14 19,19 29,29

Far East 100% 11-27 5-20 1-15 1-14 2-11 2-12 3-11 2-10
90% 13-25 10-19 5-14 1-11 3-9 4-11 4-11 3-10
Peak Angs 14,17 11,17 7,13 8,3 4,8 9,5 5,11 5,8
Peak Pcts 25,5 18,12 14,10 21,11 23,19 22,11 23,18 20,14

South 100% 10-12 5-15 2-11 1-12 1-9 1-14 1-14 1-13
America 90% 10-12 7-12 3-10 3-10 2-8 3-11 1-11 2-11

Peak Angs 10 10 7,10 5,8 4,7 5,8 6,1 5,8
Peak Pcts 40 37 29,6 15,12 29,8 28,7 18,10 23,12

Oceania 100% 10-14 8-14 2-14 2-14 2-13 2-14 1-14 2-12
90% 10-14 10-14 8-12 5-12 3-12 3-12 3-13 2-12
Peak Angs 10 10 10 10,5 8,12 8,12 10 10,5
Peak Pcts 60 80 60 21,18 32,10 30,8 35 30,11

Southern 100% 0-0 5-10 2-10 2-10 2-10 2-10 2-10 1-10
Africa 90% 0-0 5-10 4-10 3-10 3-10 3-10 3-10 3-10

Peak Angs 0,0 10 10 10,5 10,6 10 10 5,10
Peak Pcts 0,0 68 59 35,26 34,19 56 54 40,26

South 100% 10-11 7-14 3-14 2-14 2-12 1-14 2-14 2-9
Asia 90% 10-11 8-14 3-14 3-12 2-12 3-14 3-13 2-9

Peak Angs 10 14,10 10,7 10,5 10,3 10,3 12,5 3,6
Peak Pcts 67 40,32 26,10 27,15 27,15 31,15 22,16 17,17

Table 8
W5, Dallas, TX to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 11-28 3-16 1-13 1-15 1-11 1-11 1-13 1-11

90% 11-27 7-15 2-12 2-10 2-9 2-10 1-11 1-9
Peak Angs 11,14 14,7 9,5 5 5,1 5,8 6,1 7,2
Peak Pcts 15,11 22,9 27,6 32 27,5 29,8 20,13 18,16

Far East 100% 10-18 10-17 1-18 1-15 2-18 1-18 3-14 3-13
90% 12-18 10-14 3-16 3-12 3-12 2-14 4-14 3-12
Peak Angs 18,12 12 12,8 10,5 10,5 10 12,5 5,12
Peak Pcts 29,27 49 19,8 21,16 31,9 43 30,21 31,24

South 100% 8-15 5-16 3-15 1-13 1-12 1-13 1-13 1-12
America 90% 9-15 7-13 5-11 3-11 2-11 2-12 1-12 2-8

Peak Angs 14,9 9 9,5 6,9 3,7 4,9 3,6 4,7
Peak Pcts 29,7 36 20,12 15,9 19,11 14,13 20,8 29,7

Oceania 100% 5-10 4-10 4-10 2-10 2-10 1-10 2-10 3-10
90% 5-10 6-10 6-10 2-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-10
Peak Angs 8,5 10 10 5,10 5,8 8,5 10,5 10,5
Peak Pcts 38,13 64 76 27,26 20,20 31,12 40,24 45,25

Southern 100% 6-10 5-10 4-10 2-10 2-10 2-10 1-10 2-10
Africa 90% 6-10 6-10 6-10 3-10 3-10 3-10 2-10 3-10

Peak Angs 10 10 10 5,10 10,5 10,5 10,5 5,10
Peak Pcts 70 78 60 31,21 26,25 32,18 35,22 34,32

South 100% 0-0 8-14 2-14 1-14 1-12 2-14 3-14 5-10
Asia 90% 0-0 8-12 5-12 3-12 2-12 3-14 3-14 5-10

Peak Angs 0,0 10 10 10,5 3,6 12,3 3,7 7
Peak Pcts 0,0 62 70 27,16 29,13 19,13 21,17 40
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Table 11
W8, Cincinnati, OH to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 14-33 3-20 2-16 1-28 1-12 2-12 2-11 2-11

90% 14-27 3-19 4-14 3-12 2-10 3-11 2-10 2-9
Peak Angs 15,18 12,18 13,9 8,3 8,4 8,3 2,9 3,8
Peak Pcts 20,13 13,9 15,13 26,6 20,12 20,13 17,14 20,12

Far East 100% 10-18 9-16 2-18 1-16 2-12 2-16 1-16 3-12
90% 12-18 10-15 4-15 3-12 3-12 3-14 3-14 3-12
Peak Angs 14,18 12 14,10 10,5 10,6 10 5,12 5,12
Peak Pcts 29,29 54 21,14 25,21 24,13 36 29,18 34,15

South 100% 12-18 5-15 1-16 1-13 1-12 1-13 1-13 1-11
America 90% 12-16 8-13 5-12 2-11 2-10 2-11 3-12 2-8

Peak Angs 14 10,13 11,7 9,6 4,8 10,5 5,8 4,7
Peak Pcts 37 34,9 24,13 16,14 24,11 16,15 24,12 20,16

Oceania 100% 5-10 5-10 4-10 1-10 2-10 2-10 2-10 1-10
90% 5-10 5-10 5-10 2-10 2-10 3-10 4-10 3-10
Peak Angs 10 10 10 5 8,3 10,3 10 10
Peak Pcts 60 73 74 58 20,17 35,13 61 49

Southern 100% 10-12 8-14 1-14 4-14 2-12 1-14 1-14 2-12
Africa 90% 10-12 10-12 5-12 5-14 3-12 3-12 2-12 5-12

Peak Angs 10 10 12,8 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
Peak Pcts 81 48 35,12 27,24 24,16 25,11 23,10 30,18

South 100% 0-0 8-12 3-13 2-14 1-12 2-14 2-14 2-12
Asia 90% 0-0 10-12 6-12 3-12 2-10 3-14 3-14 2-12

Peak Angs 0,0 10 10 10,5 3 12,3 12,3 3,8
Peak Pcts 0,0 92 48 22,21 37 24,20 18,15 29,24

Table 10
W7, Seattle, WA to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 8-15 2-16 2-13 1-12 1-12 1-11 1-12 1-6

90% 8-15 6-15 5-11 2-10 1-9 1-11 1-11 1-6
Peak Angs 12 13,9 9,5 5,2 6,3 7,1 5,1 4
Peak Pcts 36 25,12 22,11 21,9 32,9 21,13 28,17 43

Far East 100% 12-33 5-19 1-17 1-16 1-11 1-13 1-12 1-11
90% 13-28 7-18 2-14 2-11 2-9 2-12 2-11 2-10
Peak Angs 15,18 14,7 10,13 9,5 5,8 6,10 6,9 6,2
Peak Pcts 16,9 16,9 12,12 18,13 25,14 21,11 27,13 19,9

South 100% 10-18 8-18 5-18 3-16 2-12 1-16 1-14 2-14
America 90% 12-18 10-16 8-14 3-12 3-12 3-12 3-12 2-12

Peak Angs 18,12 10 10,14 10,5 10,6 10,5 10,5 10,5
Peak Pcts 45,24 62 29,10 23,22 27,15 32,8 31,10 24,12

Oceania 100% 8-12 10-14 3-14 2-14 2-13 2-14 1-14 3-13
90% 10-12 10-12 6-14 3-12 3-12 3-12 3-12 4-12
Peak Angs 10 10 10,14 5,10 10,6 10 10,5 10,5
Peak Pcts 70 61 31,17 31,18 24,16 38 30,10 31,20

Southern 100% 0-0 5-10 3-10 2-10 2-10 2-10 2-10 2-10
Africa 90% 0-0 5-10 4-10 3-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-9

Peak Angs 0,0 10 10 10,5 10,5 10 5 5
Peak Pcts 0,0 72 72 38,22 34,20 67 45 53

South 100% 12-15 10-18 2-18 1-17 1-13 3-16 3-12 3-11
Asia 90% 12-15 11-16 3-16 3-14 2-12 3-16 3-10 3-11

Peak Angs 12,15 14 10,14 10,5 3,12 10,14 3,10 3,10
Peak Pcts 33,33 57 22,11 21,18 23,18 19,15 28,13 30,10
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Table 13
WØ, Fargo, ND to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 10-33 2-19 3-15 1-15 2-11 1-12 1-11 1-9

90% 13-30 7-17 3-13 2-10 2-10 2-10 2-11 2-8
Peak Angs 14,23 17,11 12,9 8,4 4,7 9,2 7,2 3,6
Peak Pcts 21,7 15,14 17,13 22,8 18,14 15,14 18,14 19,19

Far East 100% 11-27 4-18 3-13 1-12 1-9 3-10 2-9 3-9
90% 11-26 4-16 4-12 2-10 2-8 3-10 3-9 3-8
Peak Angs 12,15 11,15 6,10 7,3 7,4 9,4 5,8 5,8
Peak Pcts 16,9 17,9 18,13 25,7 23,16 26,14 29,14 24,14

South 100% 8-17 5-19 4-15 2-14 1-12 1-13 1-11 1-11
America 90% 9-15 7-11 4-11 3-10 2-9 3-11 3-11 2-9

Peak Angs 13 9 10,6 7,4 3,7 7,4 4,8 4,7
Peak Pcts 31 40 27,11 21,8 22,17 17,15 21,14 22,10

Oceania 100% 5-10 5-10 4-10 2-10 1-10 2-10 3-10 2-10
90% 5-10 5-10 5-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-10 3-10
Peak Angs 10 10 10 5 5,10 10 10 10,5
Peak Pcts 47 85 50 41 19,19 43 58 39,32

Southern 100% 6-10 5-10 2-10 2-10 1-10 2-10 2-10 3-10
Africa 90% 6-10 6-10 3-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-10 4-10

Peak Angs 10 10 10 5,10 10,6 10 10,5 5,10
Peak Pcts 75 84 67 37,24 25,20 53 38,37 33,21

South 100% 0-0 8-18 2-18 2-16 2-17 2-18 3-16 3-6
Asia 90% 0-0 10-16 5-14 3-14 3-11 3-15 3-14 3-6

Peak Angs 0,0 10 10,14 5,12 3 5,14 5,8 4
Peak Pcts 0,0 38 34,10 24,16 40 20,11 30,9 50

Table 12
W9, Chicago, IL to World

80m 40m 30m 20m 17m 15m 12m 10m
Europe 100% 14-34 3-19 2-16 1-16 2-11 2-13 2-12 2-10

90% 15-28 3-18 4-14 2-11 2-10 2-11 2-11 2-10
Peak Angs 15,18 12,15 9,5 9,4 8,3 8,3 3,9 3,6
Peak Pcts 21,13 16,9 13,12 28,8 17,13 17,13 22,15 18,16

Far East 100% 12-18 9-18 4-18 2-17 2-12 3-18 2-15 3-12
90% 12-18 11-15 5-16 4-12 3-12 3-14 3-14 3-10
Peak Angs 14,18 12 14,10 10,5 10,6 10,14 5,12 5
Peak Pcts 34,29 48 21,17 27,16 28,18 33,10 36,22 44

South 100% 8-16 5-14 3-14 1-12 1-12 1-13 2-12 1-12
America 90% 8-16 7-12 4-11 3-10 2-9 3-10 3-10 2-10

Peak Angs 13,9 9 10,7 8,5 3,8 4,7 4,8 5,2
Peak Pcts 25,14 41 22,12 21,12 23,15 17,16 25,13 22,10

Oceania 100% 5-10 5-10 4-10 1-10 1-10 2-10 2-10 1-10
90% 5-10 5-10 5-10 2-10 2-10 3-10 3-10 3-10
Peak Angs 10 10 10 5 5,10 10 10 10
Peak Pcts 57 82 60 48 20,18 46 63 47

Southern 100% 10-12 8-12 1-14 3-14 2-12 1-14 2-14 3-13
Africa 90% 10-12 10-12 4-14 5-14 3-12 2-12 3-13 3-12

Peak Angs 10 12 10 10,5 10,6 10,6 10,5 10,5
Peak Pcts 73 51 34 33,28 21,17 26,11 24,15 25,20

South 100% 0-0 10-18 4-17 2-16 1-12 2-18 2-14 2-10
Asia 90% 0-0 10-14 8-12 3-14 3-12 3-17 3-12 2-10

Peak Angs 0,0 10 10 5,10 3 12,3 3,10 3,6
Peak Pcts 0,0 63 45 25,19 43 15,12 18,15 27,9
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These contain detailed elevation angle information covering all levels of solar activity from all US call
areas to six important areas throughout the world: Europe (represented by both England and Ukraine),
the Far East (centered on Japan), South America (Paraguay), Oceania (Melbourne, Australia), South-
ern Africa (Zambia) and South Asia (New Delhi, India).

The US transmitting sites are W1 (centered on Newington, CT), W2 (Buffalo, NY), W3 (Washington,
DC), W4 (Atlanta, GA), W5 (Dallas, TX), W6 (San Francisco, CA), W7 (Seattle, WA), W8 (Cincinnati,
OH), W9 (Chicago, IL) and WØ (Fargo, ND). Each transmitting or receiving location covers a wide geo-
graphic area, where IONCAP computations vary by only a small amount. The reader should pick the trans-
mitting site closest to his or her actual location to determine the best antenna heights on all the HF bands.

In addition to the abbreviated information in these printed tables, the accompanying computer diskette contains
the complete data set for each transmitting location, including a number of other USA and some non-USA transmit-
ter sites in Europe, South America, Africa, Asia and Oceania. The elevation-angle statistical data is in ASCII form,
so that it can be “imported” into a spreadsheet program for further manipulation, or for graphing. The data is also
used by the YT program included on the CD-ROM. See Chapter 3 for details on YT.

ONE-WAY PROPAGATION
On occasion a signal may be started on the way back toward the Earth by reflection from the F layer, only to

come down into the top of the E region and be reflected back up again. This set of conditions is one explanation
for the often-reported phenomenon called one-way skip. The reverse path may not necessarily have the same
multilayer characteristic, and the effect is more often a difference in the signal strengths, rather than a complete
lack of signal in one direction. It is important to remember this possibility, when a long-distance test with a new
antenna system yields apparently conflicting evidence. Even many tests, on paths of different lengths and head-
ings, may provide data that are difficult to understand. Communication by way of the ionosphere is not always a
source of consistent answers to antenna questions!

SHORT OR LONG PATH?
Propagation between any two points on the

Earth’s surface is usually by the shortest direct
route—the great-circle path found by stretching
a string tightly between the two points on a globe.
If an elastic band going completely around the
globe in a straight line is substituted for the string,
it will show another great-circle path, going “the
long way around.” The long path may serve for
communication over the desired circuit when con-
ditions are favorable along the longer route. There
may be times when communication is possible
over the long path but not possible at all over the
short path. Especially if there is knowledge of this
potential at both ends of the circuit, long-path
communication may work very well. Cooperation
is almost essential, because both the aiming of di-
rectional antennas and the timing of the attempts
must be right for any worthwhile result. The
IONCAP computations in the preceding tables
were made for short-path azimuths only.

Sunlight is a required element in long-haul com-
munication via the F layer above about 10 MHz.
This fact tends to define long-path timing and an-
tenna aiming. Both are essentially the reverse of the
“normal” for a given circuit. We know also that salt-
water paths work better than overland ones. This
can be significant in long-path work.

Fig 32—N5KR ’s computer-generated azimuthal-
equidistant projection centered on Newington,
Connecticut. (See bibliography for ordering infor-
mation.) Shading of the land masses and information
showing long paths to Perth and Tokyo have been
added. Notice that the paths in both cases lie almost
entirely over wate r, rather than over land masses.
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We can better understand several aspects of long-path propagation if we become accustomed to think-
ing of the Earth as a ball. This is easy if we use a globe frequently. A flat map of the world, of the azimuthal-
equidistant projection type, is a useful substitute. The ARRL World Map is one, centered on Wichita, Kan-
sas. A similar world map prepared by N5KR (now K5ZI) and centered on Newington, Connecticut, is shown
in Fig 32. These help to clarify paths involving those areas of the world.

Long-Path Examples
There are numerous long-path routes well known to DX-minded amateurs. Two long paths that

work frequently and well when 28 MHz is open from the northeastern US are New England to Perth,
Australia, and New England to Tokyo. Although they represent different beam headings and distances,
they share some favorable conditions. By long path, Perth is close to halfway around the world; Tokyo
is about three-quarters of the way. On 28 MHz, both areas come through in the early daylight hours,
Eastern Time, but not necessarily on the same days. Both paths are at their best around the equinoxes.
(The sunlight is more uniformly distributed over transequatorial paths at these times.) Probably the
factor that most favors both is the nature of the first part of the trip at the US end. To work Perth by way
of long path, northeastern US antennas are aimed southeast, out over salt water for thousands of miles—
the best low-loss start a signal could have. It is salt water essentially all the way, and the distance, about
13,000 miles, is not too much greater than the “short” path.

The long path to Japan is more toward the south, but still with no major land mass at the early
reflection points. It is much longer, however, than that to Western Australia. Japanese signals are more
limited in number on the long path than on the short, and signals on the average somewhat weaker,
probably because of the greater distance.

On the short path, an amateur in the Perth area is looking at the worst conditions—away from the
ocean, and out across a huge land mass unlikely to provide strong ground reflections. The short paths to
both Japan and Western Australia, from most of the eastern half of North America, are hardly favor-
able. The first hop comes down in various western areas likely to be desert or mountains, or both, and
not favored as reflection points.

A word of caution: Don’t count on the long-path signals always coming in on the same beam heading. There
can be notable differences in the line of propagation via the ionosphere on even relatively short distances. There
can be more variations on long path, especially on circuits close to halfway around the world. Remember, for a
point exactly halfway around, all directions of the compass represent great-circle paths.

FADING
When all the variable factors in long-distance communication are taken in account, it is not surprising

that signals vary in strength during almost every contact beyond the local range. In VHF communication we
can encounter some fading, at distances greater than just to the visible horizon. These are mainly the result
of changes in the temperature and moisture content of the air in the first few thousand feet above the ground.

On paths covered by ionospheric modes, the causes of fading are very complex—constantly changing
layer height and density, random polarization shift, portions of the signal arriving out of phase, and so on.
The energy arriving at the receiving antenna has components that have been acted upon differently by the
ionosphere. Often the fading is very different for small changes in frequency. With a signal of a wideband
nature, such as high-quality FM, or even double-sideband AM, the sidebands may have different fading
rates from each other, or from the carrier. This causes severe distortion, resulting in what is termed selective
fading. The effects are greatly reduced (but still present to some extent) when single-sideband (SSB) is used.
Some immunity from fading during reception (but not to the distortion induced by selective fading) can be
had by using two or more receivers on separate antennas, preferably with different polarizations, and com-
bining the receiver outputs in what is known as a diversity receiving system.

OTHER PROPAGATION MODES
In propagation literature there is a tendency to treat the various propagation modes as if they were

separate and distinct phenomena. This they may be at times, but often there is a shifting from one to another,
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or a mixture of two or more kinds of propagation affecting communication at one time. In the upper part of
the usual frequency range for F-layer work, for example, there may be enough tropospheric bending at one
end (or both ends) to have an appreciable effect on the usable path length. There is the frequent combination
of E and F-layer propagation in long-distance work. And in the case of the E layer, there are various causes
of ionization that have very different effects on communication. Finally, there are weak-signal variations of
both tropospheric and ionospheric modes, lumped under the term “scatter.” We look at these phenomena
separately here, but in practice we have to deal with them in combination, more often than not.

Sporadic E (E s)
First, note that this is E-subscript-s, a usefully descriptive term, wrongly written “Es” so often that

it is sometimes called “ease,” which is certainly not descriptive. Sporadic E is ionization at E-layer
height, but of different origin and communication potential from the E layer that affects mainly our
lower amateur frequencies.

The formative mechanism for sporadic E is believed to be wind shear. This explains ambient
ionization being distributed and compressed into a ledge of high density, without the need for produc-
tion of extra ionization. Neutral winds of high velocity, flowing in opposite directions at slightly dif-
ferent altitudes, produce shears. In the presence of the Earth’s magnetic field, the ions are collected at
a particular altitude, forming a thin, overdense layer. Data from rockets entering Es regions confirm
the electron density, wind velocities and height parameters.

The ionization is formed in clouds of high density, lasting only a few hours at a time and distributed
randomly. They vary in density and, in the middle latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, move rapidly from
southeast to northwest. Although Es can develop at any time, it is most prevalent in the Northern Hemisphere
between May and August, with a minor season about half as long beginning in December (the summer and
winter solstices). The seasons and distribution in the Southern Hemisphere are not so well known. Australia and
New Zealand seem to have conditions much like those in the US, but with the length of the seasons reversed, of
course. Much of what is known about Es came as the result of amateur pioneering in the VHF range.

Correlation of Es openings with observed natural phenomena, including sunspot activity, is not readily
apparent, although there is a meteorological tie-in with high-altitude winds. There is also a form of Es,
mainly in the northern part of the north temperate zone, that is associated with auroral phenomena.

At the peak of the long Es season, most commonly in late June and early July, ionization becomes
extremely dense and widespread. This extends the usable range from the more common “single-hop” maxi-
mum of about 1400 miles to “double-hop” distances, mostly 1400 to 2500 miles. With 50-MHz techniques
and interest improving in recent years, it has been shown that distances considerably beyond 2500 miles can
be covered. There is also an Es “link-up” possibility with other modes, believed to be involved in some 50-
MHz work between antipodal points, or even long-path communication beyond 12,500 miles.

The MUF for Es is not known precisely. It was long thought to be around 100 MHz, but in the last
25 years or so there have been thousands of 144-MHz contacts during the summer Es season. Presum-
ably, the possibility also exists at 222 MHz. The skip distance at 144 MHz does average much longer
than at 50 MHz, and the openings are usually brief and extremely variable.

The terms “single” and “double” hop may not be accurate technically, since it is likely that cloud-to-
cloud paths are involved. There may also be “no-hop” Es. At times the very high ionization density
produces critical frequencies up to the 50-MHz region, with no skip distance at all. It is often said that
the Es mode is a great equalizer. With the reflecting region practically overhead, even a simple dipole
close to the ground may do as well over a few hundred miles as a large stacked antenna array designed
for low-angle radiation. It’s a great mode for low power and simple antennas on 28 and  50 MHz.

Scatter Modes
The term “skip zone” (where no signals are heard) should not be taken too literally. Two stations

communicating over a single ionospheric hop can be heard to some degree at almost any point along
the way, unless they are running low power and using simple antennas. Some of the wave energy is
scattered in all directions, including back to the starting point and farther. The wave energy of VHF
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stations is not gone after it reaches the radio horizon, described early in this chapter. It is scattered, but
it can be heard to some degree for hundreds of miles. Everything on Earth, and in the regions of space
up to at least 100 miles, is a potential scattering agent.

Tropospheric scatter is always with us. Its effects are often hidden, masked by more effective
propagation modes on the lower frequencies. But beginning in the VHF range, scatter from the lower
atmosphere extends the reliable range markedly if we make use of it. Called “tropo scatter,” this is
what produces that nearly flat portion of the curves given in an earlier section on reliable VHF cover-
age. We are not out of business at somewhere between 50 and 100 miles, on the VHF and even UHF
bands, especially if we don’t mind weak signals and something less than 99% reliability. As long ago as
the early 1950s, VHF enthusiasts found that VHF contests could be won with high power, big antennas
and a good ear for signals deep in the noise. They still can.

Ionospheric scatter works much the same as the tropo version, except that the scattering medium is
the E region of the ionosphere, with some help from the D and F layers too. Ionospheric scatter is
useful mainly above the MUF, so its useful frequency range depends on geography, time of day, sea-
son, and the state of the Sun. With near maximum legal power, good antennas and quiet locations,
ionospheric scatter can fill in the skip zone with marginally readable signals scattered from ionized
trails of meteors, small areas of random ionization, cosmic dust, satellites and whatever may come into
the antenna patterns at 50 to 150 miles or so above the Earth. It’s mostly an E-layer business, so it
works all E-layer distances. Good antennas and keen ears help.

Backscatter is a sort of ionospheric radar. Because it involves mainly scattering from the Earth at
the point where the strong ionospherically propagated signal comes down, it is a part of long-distance
radar techniques. It is also a great “filler-inner” of the skip zone, particularly in work near the MUF,
where propagation is best. It was proved by amateurs using sounding techniques that you can tell to
what part of the world a band is usable (single-hop F) by probing the backscatter with a directive
antenna, even when the Earth contact point is open ocean. In fact, that’s where the mode is at its best.

Backscatter is very useful on 28 MHz, particularly when that band seems dead simply because
nobody is active in the right places. The mode keeps the 10-meter band lively in the low years of the
solar cycle, thanks to the never-say-die attitude of some users. The mode is also an invaluable tool of
50-MHz DX aspirants, in the high years of the sunspot cycle, for the same reasons. On a high-MUF
morning, hundreds of 6-meter beams may zero in on a hot spot somewhere in the Caribbean or South
Atlantic, where there is no land, let alone other 6-meter stations—keeping in contact while they wait
for the band to open to a place where there is somebody.

Sidescatter is similar to backscatter, except the ground scatter zone is merely somewhat off the direct
line between participants. A typical example, often observed during the lowest years of the solar cycle, is
communication on 28 MHz between the eastern US (and adjacent areas of Canada) and much of the Euro-
pean continent. Often, this may start as “backscatter chatter” between Europeans whose antennas are turned
toward the Azores. Then suddenly the North Americans join the fun, perhaps for only a few minutes, but
sometimes much longer, with beams also pointed toward the Azores. Duration of the game can be extended,
at times, by careful reorientation of antennas at both ends, as with backscatter. The secret, of course, is to
keep hitting the highest-MUF area of the ionosphere and the most favorable ground-reflection points.

The favorable route is usually, but not always, south of the great-circle heading (for stations in the
Northern Hemisphere). There can also be sidescatter from the auroral regions. Sidescatter signals are
stronger than backscatter signals using the same general area of ground scattering.

Sidescatter signals have been observed frequently on the l4-MHz band, and can take place on any
band where there is a large window between the MUF and the LUF. For sidescatter communications to
occur, the thing to look for is a common area to which the band is open from both ends of the path (the
Azores, in the above example), when there is no direct-path opening. It helps if the common area is in
the open ocean, where there is less scattering loss than over land.

Transequatorial scatter (TE) was an amateur 50-MHz discovery in the years 1946-1947. It was turned up
almost simultaneously on three separate north-south paths, by amateurs of all continents. These amateurs
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tried to communicate at 50 MHz, even though the predicted MUF was around 40 MHz for the favorable
daylight hours. The first success came at night, when the MUF was thought to be even lower. A remarkable
research program inaugurated by amateurs in Europe, Cyprus, Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and
South Africa eventually provided technically sound theories to explain the then-unknown mode.

It has been known for years that the MUF is higher and less seasonally variable on transequatorial
circuits, but the full extent of the difference was not learned until amateur work brought it to light. Briefly,
the ionosphere over equatorial regions is higher, thicker and more dense than elsewhere. Because of its more
constant exposure to solar radiation, the equatorial belt has high nighttime-MUF possibilities. It is now
known that the TE mode can often work marginally at 144 MHz, and even at 432 MHz on occasion. The
potential MUF varies with solar activity, but not to the extent that conventional F-layer propagation does. It
is a late-in-the-day mode, taking over about when normal F-layer propagation goes out.

The TE range is usually within about 4000 km (2500 miles) either side of the geomagnetic equator. The
Earth’s magnetic axis is tilted with respect to the geographical axis, so the TE belt appears as a curving band on
conventional flat maps of the world. See Fig 33. As a result, TE has a different latitude coverage in the Americas
from that shown in the drawing. The TE belt just reaches into the southern US. Stations in Puerto Rico, Mexico
and even the northern parts of South America encounter the mode more often than those in favorable US areas.
It is no accident that TE was discovered as a result of 50-MHz work in Mexico City and Buenos Aires.

Within its optimum regions of the world, the TE mode extends the usefulness of the 50-MHz band
far beyond that of conventional F-layer propagation, since the practical TE MUF runs around 1.5 times
that of normal F2. Both its seasonal and diurnal characteristics are extensions of what is considered
normal for 50-MHz propagation. In that part of the Americas south of about 20° North latitude, the
existence of TE affects the whole character of band usage, especially in years of high solar activity.

Auroral Propagation
Sudden bursts of solar activity are accompanied by the ejection of charged particles from the Sun. These

particles travel in various directions, and some may enter the Earth’s atmosphere, usually 24 to 36 hours after
the event. Here they may react with the Earth’s magnetic field to produce a visible or radio aurora, visible if
their time of entry is after dark. Some information on major solar outbursts is obtainable from WWV propaga-
tion bulletins, discussed later in this chapter. (From WWV information, the possibility of auroral activity can
be known in advance.)

The visible aurora is, in effect, fluorescence at E-layer height—a curtain of ions capable of refracting
radio waves in the frequency range above about 20
MHz. D-region absorption increases on lower fre-
quencies during auroras. The exact frequency ranges
depend on many factors: time, season, position with
relation to the Earth’s auroral regions, and the level
of solar activity at the time, to name a few.

The auroral effect on VHF waves is another ama-
teur discovery, this one dating back to the 1930s. The
discovery came coincidentally with improved trans-
mitting and receiving techniques. The returning sig-
nal is diffused in frequency by the diversity of the
auroral curtain as a refracting (scattering) medium.
The result is a modulation of a CW signal, from just a
slight burbling sound to what is best described as a
“keyed roar.” Before SSB took over in VHF work,
voice was all but useless for auroral paths. A side-
band signal suffers, too, but its narrower bandwidth
helps to retain some degree of understandability. Dis-
tortion induced by a given set of auroral conditions
increases with the frequency in use. 50-MHz signals

Fig 33—Main and occasional zones of trans-
equatorial 50-MHz propagation show Limassol,
Cyprus, and Salisbury, Zimbabwe, to be almost
ideally positioned with respect to the curving
geomagnetic equator. Windhoek, Namibia, is also in
a favorable spot; Johannesburg somewhat less so.
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are much more intelligible than those on 144 MHz on the same path at the same time. On 144 MHz, CW is
almost mandatory for effective auroral communication.

The number of auroras that can be expected per year varies with the geomagnetic latitude. Drawn
with respect to the Earth’s magnetic poles instead of the geographical ones, these latitude lines in the
US tilt upward to the northwest. For example, Portland, Oregon, is 2° farther north (geographic lati-
tude) than Portland, Maine. The Maine city’s geomagnetic latitude line crosses the Canadian border
before it gets as far west as its Oregon namesake. In terms of auroras intense enough to produce VHF
propagation results, Portland, Maine, is likely to see about 10 times as many per year. Oregon’s au-
roral prospects are more like those of southern New Jersey or central Pennsylvania.

The antenna requirements for auroral work are mixed. High gain helps, but the area of the aurora yield-
ing the best returns sometimes varies rapidly; sharp directivity can be a disadvantage. So could a very low
radiation angle, or a beam pattern very sharp in the vertical plane. Experience indicates that few amateur
antennas are sharp enough in either plane to present a real handicap. The beam heading for maximum signal
can change, however, so a bit of scanning in azimuth may turn up some interesting results. A very large array,
such as is commonly used for moonbounce (with azimuth-elevation control), should be worthwhile.

The incidence of auroras, their average intensity, and their geographical distribution as to visual sightings
and VHF propagation effects all vary to some extent with solar activity. There is some indication that the
peak period for auroras lags the sunspot-cycle peak by a year or two. Like sporadic E, an unusual auroral
opening can come at any season. There is a marked diurnal swing in the number of auroras. Favored times
are late afternoon and early evening, late evening through  early morning, and early afternoon, in about that
order. Major auroras often start in early afternoon and carry through to early morning the next day.

GRAY-LINE PROPAGATION
The gray line, sometimes called the twilight zone, is a band around the Earth between the sunlit portion and

darkness. Astronomers call this the terminator. The terminator is a somewhat diffused region because the Earth’s
atmosphere tends to scatter the light into the darkness. Fig 34 illustrates the gray line. Notice that on one side of
the Earth, the gray line is coming into daylight (sunrise), and on the other side it is coming into darkness (sunset).

Propagation along the gray line is very efficient, so greater distances can be covered than might be
expected for the frequency in use. One major reason for this is that the D layer, which absorbs HF signals,
disappears rapidly on the sunset side of the gray line, and has not yet built up on the sunrise side.

The gray line runs generally north and south, but varies as much as 23° either side of the north-south
line. This variation is caused by the tilt of the Earth’s axis relative to its orbital plane around the Sun. The
gray line will be exactly north and south at the equinoxes (March 21 and September 21). On the first day of
Northern Hemisphere summer, June 21, it is tilted to the maximum of 23° one way, and on December 21,
the first day of winter, it is tilted 23° the other way.

To an observer on the Earth, the direction of the terminator is always at right angles to the direction of the
Sun at sunrise or sunset. It is important to note that, except at the equinoxes, the gray-line direction will be
different at sunrise from that at sunset. This means you can work different areas of the world in the evening
than you worked in the morning.

It isn’t necessary to be located inside the twi-
light zone in order to take advantage of gray-line
propagation. The effects can be used to advantage
before sunrise and after sunset. This is because the
Sun “rises” earlier and “sets” later on the ionospheric
layers than it does on the Earth below.

Propagation Predictions
Very reliable methods of determining the

MUF for any given radio path have been devel-
oped over the last 50 years.These methods are all

Fig 34—The gray line or terminator is a
transition region between daylight and
darkness. One side of the Earth is coming into
sunrise, and the other is just past sunset.
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Table 14
Features and Attributes of Propagation Prediction Programs

ASAPS VOACAP IONSOUND HFx MINIPROP CAPMAN
V. 2.2 Windows PRO 1.06 PLUS 2.5

User Friendliness Good Good Fair/Good Excellent Good Good
Review data Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
User library of QTHs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bearings, distances Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
MUF calculation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
LUF calculation Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Wave angle calculation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vary minimum wave Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
  angle
Path regions and hops Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Multipath effects No Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Path probability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Signal strengths Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
S/N ratios Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Long path calculation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Antenna selection Yes Yes Yes Yes Indirectly Yes
Vary antenna height Indirectly Yes No Yes Indirectly Yes
Vary ground Indirectly Yes No No No Yes
  characteristics
Vary transmit power Yes Yes Yes Yes Indirectly Yes
Graphic displays Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
UT-day graphs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Color monitor support Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Hard disk required Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
Save data to disk Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
Area Mapping No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Documentation 48 p Online Yes Online Yes Yes
Price class $275 free† $75* $129 $60 $89
“Review data” indicates ability to review previous program display screens.
Price classes are for early 1997 and subject to change.
*STD version, with reduced features, available for $35. Version tailored for “How’s DX?” column from QST for $5.
†Available on the World Wide Web on Internet: http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/hf.html

based on the smoothed sunspot number as the measure of solar activity. It is for this reason that smoothed
sunspot numbers hold so much meaning for radio amateurs and others concerned with radio-wave
propagation—they are the link to past (and future) propagation conditions.

Early on, the prediction of propagation conditions required tedious work with numerous graphs,
along with charts of frequency contours overlaid, or overprinted, on world maps. The basic materials
were available from an agency of the US government. Monthly publications provided the frequency-
contour data a few months in advance. Only rarely did amateurs try their hand at predicting propaga-
tion conditions using these hard-to-use methods.

Today’s powerful PCs have given the amateur wonderful tools to make quick and easy HF propa-
gation predictions, whether for a contest or a DXpedition. There are two categories of programs avail-
able for the ham serious about propagation prediction. Programs falling into the first category are
designed for long-range station planning. As previously described, IONCAP is probably the best-known
program in this first category. Organizations such as the Voice of America use a version of IONCAP to
plan their massive installations. Unfortunately, the program can best be characterized as being “pon-
derous” to use. Results must be analyzed thoroughly to gain useful information from the huge mass of
data produced.

The second category of prediction programs is probably most interesting to amateurs. These pro-
grams are designed for quick-and-easy predictions of MUF and band openings. See Table 14. The

http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/hf.html
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Fig 35—Smoothed sunspot numbe r, with
predictions, from 1940 to 2040. This was
extrapolated based on data from 1840 to 1983.
Cycle 22 actually peaked in Nov 1989, at a
monthly smoothed sunspot number of 158.
Propagation on the higher frequencies
throughout the peak of Cycle 22 was good to
excellent, since the monthly smoothed sunspot
number stayed at 100 or above from July 1988
through May 1992. (Courtesy of Naval Ocean
Systems Cente r, San Diego.)

basic information required by such programs is
the smoothed sunspot number (SSN), the date
(month and day), and the latitudes and longitudes
at the two ends of the radio path. The latitude and
longitude, of course, are used to determine the
great-circle radio path. The date is used to deter-
mine the latitude of the Sun, and this, with the
sunspot number, is used to determine the proper-
ties of the ionosphere at critical points on the path.
Some programs accept a solar flux value, such as
is broadcast on WWV, and convert it to its sun-
spot-number equivalent.

Just because a computer program predicts that
a band will be open on a particular path, it doesn’t
follow that the Sun and the ionosphere will al-
ways cooperate! A sudden solar flare can result in
a major geomagnetic storm, taking out HF com-
munication anywhere from hours to days. There
is still art, as well as a lot of science, in predicting
propagation. In times of quiet geomagnetic activ-
ity, however, the prediction programs are good at
forecasting band openings and closings.

Obtaining Sunspot Number/Solar Flux Data
After one has chosen and then set up a computer program, there is still one more necessary ingredient—

a knowledge (or an estimation)—of the sunspot number or solar flux level for the period in question. A caution
must be stated here—for best accuracy and consistency, use the average of solar flux values taken from
WWV/WWVH over the previous three or four days. Solar flux numbers can vary dramatically from day to
day, but the Earth’s ionosphere is relatively slow to respond to instantaneous changes in solar radiation. This
caveat also holds for sunspot numbers derived, using Fig 17, from WWV/WWVH solar flux numbers.

Fig 35 shows a graph done in the early 1980s of smoothed sunspot numbers for Solar Cycles 17
through 21, and predictions for Cycles 22 through 26. The graph covers a period of 100 years, from
1940 to 2040, and may be used for making long-term or historical calculations. Just remember that the
graph shows smoothed numbers. The solar activity at any given time can be significantly lower or
significantly higher than the graph indicates. In fact, Cycle 22 peaked at the end of 1989, as predicted,
but with a monthly smoothed sunspot level of 158, quite a bit higher than predicted.

WWV PROPAGATION DATA
For the most current data on what the Sun is doing, National Institute of Standards and Technol-

ogy stations WWV and WWVH broadcast information on solar activity. At 18 and 45 minutes past
each hour, respectively, WWV and WWVH propagation bulletins give the solar flux, geomagnetic A-
Index, Boulder K-Index, and a brief statement of solar and geomagnetic activity in the past and com-
ing 24-hour periods, in that order. The solar flux and A-Index are changed daily with the 2118 UT
bulletin, the rest every three hours—0018, 0318, 0618 UT and so on.

The NIST in Boulder also provides a telephone voice recording of the WWV/WWVH propagation
message at 303-497-3235. There’s also a continuous audio rebroadcast at 303-499-7111 (Colorado)
and 808-335-4363 (Hawaii).

Radio amateurs are probably the largest audience for this service from WWV. Their use of the data
runs from an occasional check of “the numbers” to round-the-clock recording and detailed record keeping
and charting of the data. Charts of the data are useful for correlating propagation effects and predicting
recurring activity with each 271/2 day rotational period of the Sun.
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The A-Index
The WWV/WWVH A-Index is a daily figure for the state of activity of the Earth’s magnetic field.

It is updated with the 2118/2145 UT bulletin. The A-Index tells you mainly how yesterday was, but it is
very revealing when charted regularly, because geomagnetic disturbances nearly always recur at four-
week intervals

The K-Index
The K-Index (new every three hours) reflects Boulder readings of the Earth’s geomagnetic field in the

hours just preceding the bulletin data changes. It is the nearest thing to current data on radio propagation
available. With new data every three hours, K-Index trend is important. Rising is bad news; falling is good,
especially related to propagation on paths involving latitudes above 30° north. Because this is a Boulder,
Colorado, reading of geomagnetic activity, it may not correlate closely with conditions in other areas.

The K-Index is also a timely clue to aurora possibilities. Values of 3, and rising, warn that condi-
tions associated with auroras and degraded HF propagation are present in the Boulder area at the time
of the bulletin’s preparation.

Other Data
The time when a major solar flare has occurred is announced on WWV/WWVH, usually in the

next bulletin period, and the flare is given a rating. Some hours later, if the particles are intercepted by
our geostationary satellites that are designed for that purpose, a proton event is announced. Around 12
to 24 hours later the solar particles enter the Earth’s atmosphere.

Since auroras are related to solar flares and the periods of increased geomagnetic activity that
follows them, we have an aurora-alert system of sorts in the WWV/WWVH propagation bulletins.
Major flares don’t always produce major geomagnetic disturbances and major auroras, but they are a
good warning that an aurora is likely, usually 14 to 36 hours after the flare.

OTHER PROPAGATION DATA SOURCES
Propagation bulletins are transmitted from W1AW several times a day. These bulletins contain

information on solar and geomagnetic activity. New bulletins are normally prepared each Tuesday, but
they can be revised at any time if their content does not match current conditions. The propagation
information is part of the regular W1AW bulletin service, on all suitable modes. See QST for W1AW
summer and winter schedules. Weekly sunspot information is also included in W1AW propagation
bulletins.

For those who have a computer and modem, NOAA provides the WWV solar-terrestrial data by
several on-line services: Gopher service is available by telephone bulletin board (303-497-7788; up to
28.8 kbps; login: gopher), telnet (telnet gopher.sel.noaa.gov; login: gopher) and by the World Wide
Web (http//:ww w.sel.noaa.gov). Files are available by FTP at ftp.sel.noaa.gov

You may also access propagation information on your local PacketCluster. Use the command SH/
WWV/n, where n is the number of spots you wish to see (five is the default).

On the CD-ROM in the Propagat subdirectory is a series of detailed propagation tables, customized
for many transmitting sites throughout the World to all portions of the DX world.

Another very useful source of monthly propagation information is the column by George Jacobs,
W3ASK, in CQ magazine.

http://www.sel.noaa.gov/
telnet://gopher.sel.noaa.gov
ftp://ftp.sel.noaa.gov
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